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Nature exists by the action of many principles, 
and is harmonious (i. e. has an unison of action.)

Principles are opposites in action.
Therefore, not harmonious.
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have shown that it requires an equal exertion of I 
force to put a body in motion from a state of rest, 
as it does to arrest a body already in motion, and 
reduce it to a state of rest. My limits will not 
permit me to notice all the principles of nature 
which science has discovered,—those presented 
being what ma;
tor illustration 
known to 
the reverse of the proposition i 

a Gori;

conceptions, we say a something must be clothed 
with a form. When the presentation is made to 
reason, is it necessary to enable reason to grasp it 
to embody it in a form ? Caloric, gravitation, &c., 
are all accepted by man as actual existences, but 
where is the man who stops to embody them, or 
deny their existence, because a material substance 
is not presented for analization? Why then, should 
we be so exacting in things of superior importance? 
If our finity demands a form, can we not accept 
the words of Moses, even taking them in their lit
eral sense, and clothe the infinite intelligence in 
that form, which to our senses appears the most 
perfect, even man’s but magnified in beauty by so 
much as the infinite transcends the finite.

The philosopher looks upon the face of nature, 
and finds design everywhere manifested in the per
fectness of harmony. This can but have resulted 
from an unity, not of principle, but of design. If 
then an unity of design, then an incorporation of 
intelligence. Everywhere this intelligence has been 
directed, and is therefore universal, and because 
harmonious, single, hence omnipotent, because 
omnipresent.

God is present with us, the internal of the exte
rior, and the mind burthened by no unhealthy 
action can trace nature to its primal source, and in 
the unity of effect is seen the great origin—a per
sonified God.
That God exists personified is proved, and as surely 
as he exists,here is to man a manifestation of his will, 
not given by departing from those laws he has 
stamped on his works, but manifested to man 
through man, through his Spiritual affinity with 
his creator.

The Bible is a record of the manifestations 
vouchsafed to man in the days of old, and rightly 
interpreted, might be received as a record of much 
occurring amongst us. Can we reject such a re
cord, when that there written shows that the law 
now active amongst us, had place in such remote 
ages. . To reject the Bible, were to ignore our
selves, and shake the very fundamental principles 
of our belief, the immutability of every law, which 
has been promulgated. To reject the Bible, were 
to reject the revelations concerning Jesus Christ— 
There may be those amongst us who think this 
would not be much—not much. Is not Jesus 
Christ the very corner, the foundation stone of Spi
ritualism? and if we reject him, do we not reject 
the only bond which knits us with God, for he is 
the link in the natural chain, that fine gradation 
which we see in the animal kingdom, linking one 
species with another. As even as are those links 
connecting the species, so is that great and glorious 
link, the MAN GOD linking humanity with the 
mighty and eternal source of power—the one and 
indivisible God. Thus is the circle completed, 
begins in God, and by Christ ends in God.

In brotherhood, believe me yours, S. B.

deeds they enjoin upon others. In pursuing my 
investigations into the mysteries of Spiritualism, 
and comparing the lives of its professed -followers 
with their teachings, many very beautiful and 
touching examples have been presented to me, 
wherein I clearly recognized in the actions of the 
medium, the very nature of the Spirits who taught 
through them. On the other hand, it does appear 
to me, as if a struggle was arising in New York 
society, as to whether it should be influenced by, 
or influence Spiritualism. The struggle may seem 
an anomalous one, seeing that in the spheres we 
are led to believe the only aristocracy is the aris
tocracy of worth, that the degrees in spheres are 
regulated by the degrees in excellence, and that 
while the king may be dating his communications 
from the third sphere, hisjpeasant subject may have 
passed on to the seventh, nay more, it has been 
asserted through the ^theories promulgated on the 
subject of these spheres, ..that mere intellect is no 
surer passport to a high position in the Spirit-land, 
than worldly rank and title, and that the purgatory 
of great minds, unaccompanied by commensurate 
moral worth, has been defined as association with 
the ignorant and impure, and a condemnation to 
the very society there which would have appalled 
the educated mind on earth.

If this be so, and wo are each day multiplying 
our reasons for such a belief, should we not con
sider whether the influence which Spiritualism can 
exercise upon society, would not be more beneficial 
than its reverse ? For as in the one case, that in
fluence would lead us to act in the apostolic Spirit 
of universal love and charity; as preached by Jesus 
Christ, and renewed in Spirit teachings, in the 
other, we are called upon first to receive Spiritual
ism, first in the form, at the time, and through the 
mediums which are congenial to the circles in 
which we may happen to move.

I have been led into these reflections by an ex
pression frequently addressed to me as an investi
gator, and which I am equally at a loss to compre
hend and reconcile to the doctrines of universal 
charity inculcated by the Spirits. The comment, 
upon my visiting different mediums, and seeking 
Spiritual manifestations wherever they were to be 
found, has been this, “What! do you visit such 
and such mediums ?’’ “ You should not go there
it will injure you with other circles, besides bring
ing bad influences around you.” “ For my part, I 
believe in no medium but myself, or Miss this or 
Mrs. that.”

The frequent repetition of these phrases has put 
me upon thinking what is meant by “ bad influ
ences.” In what way, is one circle formed for Spi
ritual manifestations, inferior to another, except in 
the furniture of the room, and the rank of its vis
itors.

Who is to prove that truth can only be demons
trated through one particular medium or another ? 
And who shall say that evil can arise from seeking 
truth wherever it may be found ? What are bad 
influences? It cannot be that the poor and igno
rant are more likely to attract than the rich and 
learned, seeing that some of the most beautiful of 
moral lessons are often uttered through the lips of 
trance mediums in the lowest ranks of life, while 
none can deny, that some of the brightest lights of 
Spiritualism have emanated from the humblest so
cial positions.

Again it is said, that every medium attracts unto 
him or herself, a class of Spirits congenial to their 
own feelings. In heaven’s name, then, let me 
listen to the Samaritan and Publican medium, and 
leave the Levite and Pharisee to preach to well 
dressed audiences in aristocratic saloons.

To those who seek truth for truth’s sake, it may 
be enough to remember the saying of Jesus touch
ing a choice of teachers. “By their fruits ye shall 
know them,” and if this test were applied to the 
infallibility of any one particular medium, I should 
be disposed to doubt if any had yet arisen in this 
early stage of manifestation, whose fruits of good 
works so entirely tallied with their good teaching 
as to point them out as the only well of truth, or 
the only reliable medium from whom no bad influ
ence could arise. God alone is truth, and he has 
declared that his rain falls on the just and the un
just His power is equally manifest in the mighty 
ocean and the trickling brook. His voice is heard 
in the thunder, and sighs in the summer breeze.

The angelic essence we call soul forsakes its 
earthly home, and quits the saloon and the hovel 
for a land which knows neither pflace nor title. 
Spirits can no more communicate without God’s 
permission than that same angelic essence can quit 
its earthly tenement until the fiat has gone forth 
Take then humbly and reverently what comes di
rect from God in this great Spiritual development. 
Every phase of mediumship offers something inter
esting, if not instructive. True Spiritualism can 
not bring any lasting bad influence around you, and 
the smallest attempt at imposition in the name of 
Spiritualism should be chased alike from the palace 
and the hut. Meantime remember that the once 
pure church of Christ became the soulless formula, 
it now exists, when that church became aristocra
tic, when high-salaried bishops preached flowing 
language and unintelligible dogmas to silks and 
satins, and low-salaried curates from whose souls 
poverty had crushed out the flowers, preached the 
same dogmas at second hand to -mgs and fustian, 
when professing Christians said to unprofessing fel
low men, “Stand off—I ara holier than thou,” when 
the scribes and Pharisees rented the pews, and 
the publicans and sinners stood in the aisles. Me
diums, Spiritualists, and enquirers beware of the 
leavenof the scribes and pharisees; Spiritualism is 
as yet but dawning upon us. Love, charity and 
harmony are the first principles of its existence; 
and in the disunion of aristocracy and democracy, 
that existence may be annihilated ore it reaches the 
meridian of day.

Wheresover Spirits communicate there is an es
sence diffused, mysterious, intelligent and super
human. There and then would inquiry begin 
and not at the question whether those communi
cations be received by the wayside or in the draw
ing-room, through the lips of the ignorant or the 
learned. With the medium who lives the life the 
Spirits teach through him, there is a truth certain
ly to be found; and that medium will rank higher 
in the Spirit spheres, with all his ignorance, than 
the educated man, who preaehes the doctrines of 
humility, forbearance and love, and practices the 
works of pride, prejudice, and self-righteousness.

Mediums, Spiritualists and Inquirers receive in 
an enquiring, but humble Spirit, all that our angel 
guides send us, and beware of the leaven of the 
Scribe! and Pharisee!, Em

be termed opposites, are sufficient 
There being many principles 

ience, it follows if God is a principle, 
is also true, that 

each principle is a God;—Science has shown that 
principle.- arc the mere properties or necessities 
of organism. It then follows, to say God is a 
principle, is to deny his existence, for immediately 
a necessity arises, it shows a controlling power. 
II. then, a controlling power is shown, then the 
principle is not omnipotent, and cannot be God, 
but that which controls it is God.

When it is said that a principle is a necessity of 
organism or matter, it is not intended to be said 
that a principle is inherent in matter, any more 
than that matter is inherent in a principle, but that 
each has a capacity for the other, and so is depen
dent, ffr if they were not dependent, then irere they 
iSf. icatw,, and each iccre God.

Principles are single actions, immediately a 
i second action is produced, a second principle is 
j rendered active, fi'he reflection then presents itself 

a mys- to the mind, whence comes this action ? It might 
be replied, the interposition of another force. If 
so, it would then follow that if a principle were 
omnipotent, then the obstruction would be swept 
away, and the origin,-! action continue. We find 
on the contrary, that a second principle is ealletl 
into being, and the first has become dormant, or 
ceased to be the directing impulse. From this, it 
would seem that principles, although controlling 
powers when exerted, yet are only brought into 
action as the necessities of particular organisms re
quire them; and shows also that principles always 
act in particular relations. In all things science 
lias discovered the existence of two principles, 
seemingly of an antagonistic character, and these 
principles are always present in every combination 
of matter known to man ; attraction or gravitation 
forcing every atom to a given centre, repulsion 
forcing them away, and but for which latter action 
the world would be but a mere ponderous, lifeless 
lump, and without the action of gravitation, form 
(as the word is generally understood,) could have 
no existence. We see in nature besides the action 
of principles, another law which controls them, 
and makes an unity of principles, a directing 

j power. This directing power must be something 
beside the principles. If not, it would show a 

! power in each principle to coerce other principles 
i io its particular necessity. This directing impulse, 
, will be shown, is so far-seeing that on the single 

,-e ii .it the whole of creation was eliminated.— 
: Science shows that as long as the atomic arrangc- 
: meat continues unchanged, speaking of a princi- 
i pic-, its action is undeviating, and as is the prin
ciple in action, so are the organic or atomic ar- 
rimvements. Principles are the grand pmaentments 

i.-ttui-e—personification cf principles when these 
; y. c entments are adapted to particular uses, varying 

u i them as the necessity arrives, and adapting them in
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Principles, fo be harmonions, must have a com
bining and directing power.

Principles are equal with each other, and undc- 
viating in action,

Therefore, the governing power is not of them.

Principles are dependent upon matter. 
Principles are necessities in nature, 
Therefore, not self-creative.

Matter is governed by fixed laws—
Intelligence is governed by no laws known to 

man.
Therefore, intelligence and matter are

same. .
not (he

Principles are dependent upon matter.
Intelligence is independent of matter.
Therefore, intelligence and principles are not the 

same.
Intelligence is an identity,
An identity is a personification. 
Therefore, intelligence is a personification.

Omnipotent intelligence has power over 
things,

To be omnipotent, it must be collective-, 
Therefore, personified.
Intelligence is universal and collective, 
God is universal and collective, 
Therefore, collective intelligence is God.

all

the 
this 
the 
the

Nature is a collection of principles, governed by 
intelligence, and acting upon matter.

Intelligence is God,
Therefore, God is the Governor of nature.

God is universal, and collective,
A principle is not universal and collective, 
Therefore, a principle is not God.

Therefore, matter is not governed by a single continuous freezing and sinking, would have 
I converted the rivers and lakes into solid and 
lifeless masses, which the summer suns would 
no more have melted than they do the glaciers of 
Switzerland.”

“But for this important exception to the general 
law of nature, the most fertile portions of the 
earth’s surface would have remained forever barren 
and sterile wastes, and the world, excepting a very 
small portion of it, would be a vast tomb of silence 
and death.” (Ibid) 
Thus is seen,but for tl:c arresting of the general law, 
earth had been unfitted for the purposes for which 
it was created. Intelligence interposes even at the 
-ceiy moment its continuance would have been hurtful, 
by the interposition of an opposite principle. If God 
were a principle only, then were he conflicting with 
himself, but if an intelligence and a personifica
tion, then is his action in unison and harmonious, 
for he has but adopted principles for the reception 
of the ultimates of matter, viz: life here is shown 
a direct evidence of design—design once shown in 
the order of creation establishes the position con
tended for.

Another extraordinary power manifested in wa
ter, is that termed latent heat. The thermometer 
never indicates a higher degree of heat than 212 ° 
—180 = above the freezing point, the remaining 
heat being condensed amongst the particles ot 
fluid. It was long before science arrived at 
truth, but the fact has been demonstrated in 
very nicety of experiment. It is shown that
latent heat in water is 140 °. If it had been found 
to be but 1 ° or 2 °, then all would have been 
confusion, and the earth, except in those regions 
where ice and snow is never known, would not 
have been habitable, and even these regions should 
have been materially affected by reason of the law 
of fluids. But for the latent heat, the cold of a 
single night would have solidified an ocean, and 
the heat of a single day would have sufficed to 
have converted the accumulated snows of winter 
into one sudden and frightful innundation. The 
effect of this law is to make the changes gradual, 
to make the earth, in fact, a fitting habitation for 
life. Other substances possess this same principle 
as tin 242 °, zinc 492 °. This subject pursued 
might show the nature of solid substances, and ex
plain many of the hidden truths of the laws of 
gravitation and repulsion. Space will not permit 
me to show other extraordinary innovations, (if I 
may so speak,) especially in the physiology of the 
animal kingdom, but for illustration enough has 
been shown. Contrivance, the result of intelli
gence, is shown. It cannot bo said they were ac
cidental, then if not accidental, they must 
have been designed. It is in the design which 
science finds to overspread nature, which shows 
the presence of a something superior to the things 
of sense. It is in this design so universally mani
fested, that we must seek that which is all im
portant to religion. The presence of design must 
be insisted upon, whether shown in the sequences 
of that which seems to be an universal law of mat
ter, as well as in those particular cases, which 
seem to our reason, to be departures from the gen
eral law. It is in the presentment of the design 
which is shown throughout nature, that we must 
seek for the evidences of God. It is only through 
this design, that we can realize his existence to our 
understandings. Without its appreciation, the 
future cannot exist, for to what is the immortal 
soul of man to flee, if it has no locus standi in eter
nity ? Without design, where were the harmony of 
the universe ? Without the appreciation of design, 
where were the appreciation of immortality. But 
for the innovations of the general law in respect to 
water, we see the purposes of the creation of the 
world had been defeated, and it may not be out of 
place to remark that when an obedience to general 
law subserves the purposes of creation, the gen
eral law is followed as shown in the instance recited 
of latent heat.

Intelligence was not assumed to be present in 
nature until proved. It cannot be said to be merely 
a diffused power, but a settled action, condensed, 
identified, personified.

A personified God is an important feature in all 
creeds. Referring to yourselves, I would ask, 
which is the man ? the mental action or the mate
rial form. The answer may be both, yet on reflec
tion, I should not have received it. The human 
form is a material presentation without power, and 
has not identity in the true significance of the 
word, because changing each moment The mental 
action, though varied, is always present and the 
same. When I say mental action, I mean the soul 
or Spirit, it directs the material form, and is the im
pulsive power, not being omnipotent is a finite per
sonification of intelligence, and an identification, 
because always the same, living linked with a ma
terial form in the world, living untrammeled, with 
an earthly body in the next, a personified exis
tence without a material form.

Man finds no difficulty to clothe the soul with a 
form, because he has seen the identification on 
earth in a material body. He has never seen an 
identification of omnipotent intelligence, and is 
therefore, at a loss to conceive a form to clothe it. 
Is it a necessity in belief to localize the universal 
intelligence ? Is it not more reasonable to assume 
the intelligence, being infinite, every form can be 
assumed at will, or that it can exist without form, 
(as we understand the word,) universally diffused 
in all forms at one and the same moment ? But 
God himself said in his own image made he man, 
whether the application is to man in his material 
or Spiritual nature, space will not permit me to 
discuss.

By reason we have arrived at an identified and 
psrsonifisd IntsUlgence, and bicaus* of oar finite

To show that God is the Ruler and Director of 
the Universe, it is only necessary to read the effect, 
in order to find the cause, and trace organism from 
the rock, (not to go beyond,) throughout every 
range of formation, until it stands forth in the su- 
blimest effort of fixed law in the form of man, 
matter and mind, the receptacle of spirit, the in
carnation of glory.

Many are the things which we believe, which we 
have not seen, by reasoning analogically. If a i 
person was icquired to prove the existence of the 
mind, he might refer to internal sensation; this 
would not be admitted as an argument. lie would 
then have to refer to results, to show its existence ; 
that is, he would have to show the effect, that the 
cause might be seen. When speaking of the 
human mind, we talk of its retaining an idea, or 
being heated or depressed by passion. These sub
jects are sufficiently definite, although we have no 
hypothesis by which we are able to show the na
ture of the phenomena. In the same manner we 
may speak of the accumulation, radiation, and 
other affections of light and beat. We know noth
ing of the cause of gravity, one of the grandest 
influences in nature, yet its effects can be calcula
ted with perfect precision. Thus the same course 
which is necessary to prove the existence of any 
of these things, even the human mind; that same 
course is only necessary to prove the existence oi 
God. When we look into nature, we sec principles 
controlled, and every result as it were predestined 
from the primal course, until its perfect and tan
gible adaptation to use.

If principles presented the same action in all 
substances, it might then’, perhaps, in fairness be 
said, so far as external things are concerned, that 
principles and matter were the all of nature, and 
that organism was the mere effect of their presence, 
and that beyond nature there was no power, 
for the same action perceptible on this earth would 
have resulted from a law self-existent in nature, 
and so sufficient for the formation of the whole 
universe, with its millions of suns, and systems 
flaming in the grandeur of their wondrous beauty. 
But, in nature there are deviations from general 
laws, and so wondrous in character, that they 
would only have arisen from the direct interposition 
of intelligence, so far-sighted and imperative in 
results, that it must be received, that the ultimate 
action was present in the creative thought, even 
when the first atom was condensed, nucleus of 
this inhabited world.

It is a principle in nature, that as substances 
become cool, (to use common phraseology,) they 
contract in bulk; this is the general rule, so gen
eral that it may be almost deemed universal; but 
in water there is a departure from this general rule 
or law, “ which, operating through the principle 
of specific gravities, effects most important pur- 

; poses in the economy of nature. Water contracts 
only down to the temperature of 40 degrees, below 
which towards 32 o or the freezing point, it goes 
on dilating again, and when ice is formed, it being 
much lighter than water when in its fluid state; 
it floats on the surface, and being a slow conductor 
of heat, defends the water beneath from the effects 
of the cold air, preserves its liquidity, and affords 
during the winter, a fitting dwelling place for 
the finny tribes, until the return of the mild 
season.”—(Arnot)

“ Had water followed the general law, the ice 
would have become heavier than the water, and 
gunk, and left the turface unprotected. It*
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Principles in themselves being single actions, 
then each acting in its particular direction, may be 
said to be an opposite : thus they never can com
bine. So two principles in action at the same 
time never can be said to be a single action i 
£i. By attraction the atoms of matter are said 
to cohere, but around each atom there is some 
fluid which prevents, by mere contact, the absolute 
cohesion; if this were not so, all the particles 
would so closely combine, that severance would be 
impossible. This illustration shows that two prin
ciples are constantly active, and unless one of 
them gains a preponderance—harmoniously each 
exerting its particular attribute, and governed by 
its own law. Supposing there was only a single 
principle known, a fair test, whether that principle 
be God would be its undeviating action, in other 

| words, the law of the particular principle would act 
j in like manner in all substances. If it did not, it 
! would be obvious that there is a power controlling 

it, independent of the particular materialism. It 
follows, then, that being subject to control, that God 
cannot be a principle, nor can he be a collection of 
principles, for each principle would be impelled in 

■ its own direction, regardless of the action of others, 
: and so instead of harmony, we should have noth- 
11 ing but disorder. We find no disorder in nature, 
; I an investigation into its governance shows that the 
• laws by which it is regulated are the adaptation of 

particular means to fulfil a given end. If God 
were a principle, this important consideration fol
lows—that man by reason of his intelligence has it 
always in his power, on a small scale, to defeat the 
action of a given principle by the substitution of 
another, and so if a principle were God, man 
is able to control him ; therefore, greater than 
God.

In order to make a collection of principles harmo
nious, it is necessary to add intelligence. We have 
then, a collective power governed by an impulse or 
soul, which makes each active, to far as particular

equal in all parts, reduce it, and When necessities arise for
a different action, then the production of that action 
by the introduction of another principle. We hate 
then principles collected, directed, coerced; hence tee 
arrive at a directing potter, an intelligence, identifi
cation, personification, God.

A few syllogisms may test the matter further, 
and aid the text in explanation :

A principle is single, undeviating in action, and 
acts upon matter,

MMt«r Is lutyct to divert! Mtiwi,

PRACTICAL SPIRITUALISM VS. ARIS
TOCRACIES.

Editor or the Christian Spiritualist,
Sir: One of the most frequent enquiries on the 

lips of Spiritualists seems to be this: “ What shall 
we do with this manifestation which is now in our 
midst ?”

The vast importance of this query, and the occa
sional doubts I feel, whether some of the querists 
are not, unconscious to themselves, acting an an
swer to their own question, induces me to address 
you a few words on the subject.

We know that Spiritual manifestations as they 
are at present given to us, must come through hu
man mediumship, and if we consider the influence 
which Spiritualism in its daily progressing develop
ment may have upon the condition of future gene
rations, we must admit the vast responsibility 
which attaches to that human mediumship, and the 
use we make of it in the present day.

In the establishment of Christianity, the Great 
Founder himself must have deemed his own super
human power and pure example an insufficient 
legacy to posterity, without delegating his mission 
and mediumship to his apostles, while the strict
ness of his charge, and the earnest exhortations 
with which he enjoined them to walk in bis foot
steps, evidenced his sense of the high responsibility 
which devolved upon the first founders of a new 
religion, and his conviction that Christianity could 
only be established by men who lived their ^cach
ings.

Now, the advent of Spiritualism in this day, has 
been so frequently likened to Christianity from the 
year one, that we cannot forbear asking, if equally 
vast results are expected from the modern as from 
the ancient manifestations, are we equally prepared 
to lay the foundation of a dynasty which shall last 
for eighteen centuries ? And if this be our purpose, 
may we not answer the oft repeated question, 
“ What are we to do with the great manifestation 
now in our midst ?” by considering what did Christ 
and his apostles do with the infinitely higher, be
cause infinitely purer power that was delegated to 
them.

Even as God’s mission descended on the house 
of the poor carpenter, and from thence was disse
minated through the world by the tongues of un
lettered fishermen; so does this modern manifesta
tion descend alike on the high and the low, the 
rich and the poor, speaking the wisdom of the phi
losopher through the lips of the ignorant and the 
learning of the schools through the tongues of the 
unlettered, and in pursuance of a parallel, which 
all more or less admit to exist, even as Christ and 
his disciples promulgated his doetrines fearlessly, 
and lived them truthfully, so are modern Spiritual
ists called upon, not only to diffuse their light 
abroad in wordi, but to illu»trat» the uni in the



(^rattan Spiritualist.

6o long as Men are Honest, so long will Success follow 
in the Footsteps of their Labors.

NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MAY 3, 1856.
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A little over two year? have elapsed since this 
enterprise was cotnp*11^* The whole of the 
factsand circumrw’ocswhich led to its beginning, 
as well as m.my during its continuation, are full of 
deep sigr.ilicance, but may never be made public; 
yet it seems a fitting moment, in closing the second 
volume of our paper, to glance at some of the more 
prominent consideration • which led to the estab
lishment of the Society and its organ the Christian 
Spiritualist, and r.lso to point very briefly to the 
evidences of their usefulness, and future course.

Whoever will go back with us two short years, 
and take an impartial survey of the cause of Spirit
ualism at that time, wiil be able to under
stand us when we point (however superficially) to 
what we saw, and thence deduce our motive for 
having started these enterprises, and what wc, 
have since done.

Among many things which retarded the pro
gress of the cause, one of the most formidable con
sisted in the questionable atmosphere which sur
rounded and attended much of its public expres
sion, and .-.hich in our judgment demanded the 
most prompt at t'i active efforts to dispel.

Wc- saw that th.: secular press,with scarcely an 
exception, treated the subject, and those who were 
laboring in it, with open c-r silent contempt, sneers 
and ridicule ; and th: 
with justness and rea: 
of many of rimae- 
festations four-d pt

We saw it was 
women to iiisiiitun 
if known to be 
teemed as it the: 
deed, who publicly 
down as a iu 
the Mediums 
trusted, tlancl

We found 
the peculiar co 
fitable express 

hi- t , 
bravely bru-aste

cry be heard, “Prepare ye—prepareye the way 
of the Lord 1”

What comes next ? We,who commenced,and have 
been the instruments in keeping the Society for the 
Diffusion of Spiritual Knowledge in existence, 
find the work for which we started, substantially 
accomplished. And here, we might stop, for Spi
ritualism, as a science, as a philosophy, has be
come too securely established to fear any thing 
from its enemies. It can never be overthrown.

Though our peculiar mission, our original pur
pose is accomplished, we recognize the great 
Heaven appointed work as only fairly begun. Now, 
we have, and shall have to do with the more inte
rior, the law of its beiDg.

:t they did so, in some cases, 
sin, fiom the course and acts 
through whom the mani- 

pjfic utterance.
almost impossible for men or 
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V/e saw, in short, that mind ano money were re?
quired, and that 3piiil::.'.!i--tu must be —J------

dbleWbiore itcc-uld begin to have a true birth and 
fair expression in the nation.

“What could we, what ought we to do?” were 
questions, which beir.g uttered in earnestness and 
sincerity, found r.nsweis and counsel from the 

in and truth of those 
found in the present 
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OUR VALEDICTORY.
With this issue, our editorial connection with, 

and labors for the Christian Spiritualist terminate. 
This statement, though brief, comprehends all we 
desire to say on the subject at present, as we have 
neither the right nor disposition to question the 
sense, that determined and authorized the change. 
But we do feel, to thank our friands of the Spirit
ual and secular presses, as well as those of private 
life, for the many kind words of encouragement 
spoken and written in our behalf. We do so, be
cause we have seen and done some service in the 
“ battle of life,” and know how to value them. At 
the same time, we have no disposition to effect sur
prize at the issues made on the reformer, nor shall 
we whimper sentimental regrets, because obstacles 
oppose his progress, for 
necessary surroundings 
practical progressionist, 
our past labors, in order 
tual and Spiritual reputation, for “what’s writ is 
writ,” and we shall leave “ the dead past to bury 
its dead.” Nevertheless, we should be happy, 
were it the custom for men to show anything of 
heart in their writings, to say how much of Spi
ritual sunshine and blissful association gather 
round the memory of the past two years, for we 
have seen, shaken hands with, and we hope, made 
friends of many true and earnest Spiritualists, who 
are working and praying for the social harmony 
and actual Spirituality of the race—men and wo
men, who for years have borne positive, though as 
far as possible, respectful pro test against the igno
rance, insolence, and bigotry of the age.

We say respectful protest, because^ the majority 
of those minds are too far above^the cant of the 
creed-maker, and the hypocrisy of the time
server—to return “evil for evil.” With this class of 
truth-seekers and justice livers we have entered into 
an eternal covenant, by virtue of which we hope 
still to labor for the true, the beautiful, the good.. 
Jor the present,however,and for months tc come,we 
shall speak to them in the lecture-room, rather than 
from the sanctum.

Of the Society for the Diffusion of Spiritual 
Knowledge and the Christian Spiritualist, it is un— 

•e made r^yictl-Lnccessary that we offer, at present, comment or 
commendation, as more reliable authority lias out
lined the history ar.d prospective usefulness of both, 
in another part of this issue.

Wcbave, therefore, but to wish our friendslor.g 
and useful lives, as among the best preparatives for 
another and a purer state of being, ere wc sav 
"good bye,” and wish for our enemies (should vi e 
have such) speedy conversions, since all such feel
ings and perversions of mind “in naught enrich — 
etb.” them, but makes them poor indeed.

they are the natural and 
of the truly earnest and 
Nor shall we resurrect 
to tinker up our intellec-

We do nut cluiui any merit in what we have 
done; but v.itii siuceio gratitude to God, we 
stretch out cur hands to every Spiritualist in the 
land—ai.d with hc-« ■ is ovuifio .ving with emotions of 
joy and ful:eii.:i:ou>'..'O pause a moment, with each 
and all to nju

While
our Brethren, no '.u i:
the cause, v. e 
feel none cf tl: 
claim ar.y spccii 
but while thus 
tensions itj

this society 
ihe

REV. J. H. W. TOOHEY.
This Gentleman and Philanthropist, retires from 

the Editorial charge of the Christian Spiritualist, 
upon the close of the second volume, ending with 
this present number.

Mr. Toohey became connected with
soon after its organization, and entered upon 
labors of Assistant Editor, but was soon left in sole 
charge of the paper, by t’ 
Woodman, the then Editor.

In taking leave of our Brother, from his imme- 
. j diate responsibility as Editor, we cannot resist the 
,, : desire to express our high appreciation of his integ- 

1, in the 
ig and efficiently la-

L.ive tiiLured, end yet do, from many of
be At mede:; for labour in
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rd uu.ij oi.e io us as individuals; • cause for which he has so Ion;

ring ar.y vain-gloricus pre- | bored,
idoru or vi: tue in our course, I Those who have been in -immediate connection 

• - - - - j and intimacy with Brother Toohey, and thus be
come cognizant of his efforts, in public and private 
'to advance the best interests of true Christianity, 
his unfaltering and manly struggles to promote the 
cause of humanity; cheerfully bear testimony to 
the many good qualities of his mind and heart,as made 
manifest both in his public and private life.

Wherever in the Providence of God his footsteps 
may tend he will carry with him our best wishes 
and highest respect. The labor to sustain the So
ciety and the Christian Spiritualist, has been by no 
means a small or well-paid one, judging from the 
external, and our Brother has struggled with us 
through good and evil report, never faltering 
never failing.

The Spiritualists of the United States owe 
Brother Toohey much, very much; and the So
ciety for the Diffusion of Spiritual Knowledge, 
bears this testimony, unasked and unr.ccded though 
it be.

The paper will be continued under the charge of 
j Members of the Society, until an Editor shall be se- 
i lectea to take the place so long and so ably filled by 

:d the best way to spread ! Brother Toohey.
t.-, through the agency 
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M hero i, Spirituoli.-:.:) to-claj- ? Glory to God, in 
the bigliA-n I 'J is a power in the nation. Millions 
of thinking, enlightened men and women recognize 
it. The taagazinss, tha newspapers, the book 
maker?, all now recognize and receive Spiritualism 
as an existing power, not to be laughed and sneer
ed aside.

And last of all, (ns is too often the case,) the 
Church has opened its tardy arms, and taken to 
its cmbtaces this Spiritual babe; discerning* or 
rather acknowledging, (what has, for a long time, 
been too clearly established to admit of confuta
tion,) the divinity, glory and grandeur thereof?

In the wilderness of sects, castes and creeds, 
has tho voice gone forth, and even now may its

• DEVELOPMENTS AND MANIFESTA
TIONS IN EK GLAND.

As true Spiritualism is preeminently constructive 
in genius, and harmonic in 'character, nothing 
could be more natural than the fact, that the 
many phased and diversified opinions of reformers 
and religious enthusiasts, are recognized and made 
significant through the ministry of the Angels.— 
“ Day unto day, uttereth speech,” in proof of this 
statemen|jp>ecause day by day, we learn more of 

1 the progress of Spiritualism, and know in what 
way its facts and philosophy are impressing tho 
mind. : .

Thus, within the.past week, we have received 
a letter from Mrs. Lavinia Jones, of Wiltshire, Eng
land, informing us of her efforts' in behalf of 
Spiritualism. She prints and issues occasionally 
an eight-paged publication, which is calM “ The 
Comforter,” and is devoted to the facts and conso
lations of Spirit intercourse. Mrs. Jones seems to 
be, in some sort, a believer in the revelations of 
Joanna Southcott. She evidently possesses an 
earnest temperament—a positive mind and strongly- 
marked religious feelings.

In part four of “ The Comforter,” while discuss
ing the nature and mission of Spiritualism, she 
says:

“ This is no cunningly devised fable, or trick got 
up in image machinery, to dupe the poor and sin
cere. These manifestations do take place under 
the greatest variety of forms and circumstances, 
and only require to be well attended, to at once 

• discover their truth. They are as safe in the 
hands of a child as in the hands of the parent.— 
They can be seen at all hsurs,—and require no in
genuity to concoct. The Spirit-world come 
freely and candidly. They take pleasure in their 
revelations.”

In the three numbers of “ The Comforter,” now 
before us, we find maiiy predictions aud prophecies 
in favor of a Spiritual Dispensation, as well as 
many loDg articles from the Spiritual papers of this 
country. As a specimen of the manifestations to 
which Mrs. Jones bears witness, we extract the 
following. She says:

On entering the room, my friend said to me, 
“We are having farther proofs of power. This 
chair moved across the room to me, without being 
touched.” I said, “ Well, now suppose you stand 
upright, with your back to the wall;—let your 
head and heels touch the wall,—and now put one 
finger’on this chair, and one finger of the other 
hand in the same manner on another chair. Stand 
between the two chairs. Now let us see what will 
be the event.”

Both chairs began to twist and twirl about, and 
my friend was obliged to follow them,—and with 
difficulty twisted her hands to keep the tip of these 
one fingers on. A favorite pussey was curled 
round on one of the chairs—professing to be fast 
asleep,—yet although the chair tipped and turned 
about, the lady puss never seemed disturbed in 
the least. We tried the same experiment with a 
filled jug, placed on one of the chairs—but the 
chair moved more cautiously, and we asked if the 
Spirits did not wish the jug to be removed. They 
intimated that they did wish it to be taken away. 
The chair then moved freely. I saw in that same 
room a square table covered with flower-pots,— 
which were stowed up promiscuously,—some with 
plants, others not. The shaking and bouncing with 
that table was so violent,—rattling the pots alto
gether, it seemed impossible but that they must be 
all smashed—toatoms,—but no,—they were unin
jured.

We enquired what we were to learn by this 
manifestation? We were told by a voice-medium, 
“ Thus would the nations be shaken.” This was in 
January, 1S55.

I saw an experiment with a large house-dog, who 
had been witnessing the morning’s investigations, 
—sitting on the hearth-rug.

After our stance was over, ar.d our friend, who 
usually came from the Spirit-land to instruct us, 
had left us, the table seemed as though it wanted to 
dance, caper, and roll about;—a sort of fun and 
frisky conduct. The gentleman present who 
seemed to understand it best, asked, “Is this our old 
friend, Dick ?” The table tipped itself about, in a 
merry, joking manner,—meaning (we took it,) 
“ Yes.”

We were unsuccessful in getting a violin to play 
a jig, by a gentleman present,—the strings being 
out of order; so the dog was summoned and 

be any demand for his services in the West and I placedon the table. Dick was then told to jerk 
the dog into his master’s lap. The table (square) 
took a turn,—threw itself up corner-ways, ana 
tumbled the dog into the gentleman’s lap; no one 
but the medium toching the table.

The dog was then replaced,—and Dick was told 
to fasten the dog’s feet to the table. And with all 
our efforts and the dog’s united, there he stood 
fixed on the table, until this invisible Dick re
leased him. And so Dick went on, delighted in 
mischief of this kind, which was his merry chaiacter 
when alive in his earthly body.

The table we were using was square, and stand
ing on three claws. The custom it adopted before 
our leaving, was to rise and bow one foot, very 

giacefuily, then move round, and bow again with 
the same foot alternately to us ail; after that no 
more table-moving from that power.

I will tell one tale of this Spirit, (who gave us 
his history,) that he had while on this earth, been 
a Catholic Priest, and had resided at Hammer
smith. The first time I attended to see the 'able 
movements,—we sat more than an hour without 
having any movement; but, to my surprise, I 
found I was sitting in a regular dishabille ; my hair 
had been loosened from all its fastenings, and was 
hanging most untidily upon my shoulders. I was 
confused, and tried to put it up ; and after that we 
sat down to the table again,—and soon had re
plies, and the table moved well. Ou my returning 
home, I referred to Judge Edmond’s book,published 
at New Y'ork,—and found there that ladies’ combs 
were frequently removed. (See page 28.) Then 
Ijudged the freaks the Spirits were about, when 
we were innocently sitting in silence round the ta
ble, waiting for them to talk to us. This was a witty 
Priest; we all laughed at his funny way of con
vincing enquirers.

itself to the friends of Progress, notwithstanding 
our efforts to promote or retard it. Had he met us 
in fair discussion, he would have seen that we did 
not convene to oppose the Bible as a whole, or the 
various.opinions of Christian and infidel writers in 
regard to it, or to settle any question for others; 
but to canvass any subject whatever, and as indi
viduals to think as we please.

CONTROVERSIES ON SPIRITUALISM.
As all mental as well as physical food has to be 

1 masticated and digested before it can assimilate 
: with the system, we are not at all surprised to find 

that Spiritualism is undergoing analysis and mental 
. digestion in various parts of this country and Eng

land. Indeed, we rejoice in the fact, for we re
cognize innovation, agitation, and respectful discus- 

■ sion as the natural stages>'of^all tnn! and lasting 
; progress. .,_A± :thc-'same time, it should be'borne in 

mind, that loose and improper use of terms," are 
among the obstacles that hinder and obstruct pfo- 

■. gress, and-therefore to be avoided. Reflections 
like these occurred to us, after reading a portion of 

’ a discussion in the Richmond (Va.) Palladium of 
1 April 10, on the subject of Spiritualism and Pro

gress.
As usual the painful part of the controversy re

sults from the abstract, or vague generalism of the 
terms employed in the discussion. The “Bible” 
and “ Nature” are thus made to antagonize each 
other, because the issue is general, when it should 

i be specific and definite. And of a truth, it may 
be said, there are no other two terms in common 
parlance so destitute of exact meaning, as “Bible” 
and “ Nature.”

That the reader may judge for himself, we make 
the following extracts. “ Humanitas” cn behalf of 
the Bible, says:

“ We wiil not indulge in personalities or abuse ; 
this is the recourse of those who have a weak 
cause. When they have no arguments to offer they 
resort to abuse, and the perversion and misrepre
sentation of the language of their opponents.

“There seems a desperate effort to avoid the true 
issue. There were two points which we objected 
to in our first number. The arrogance of the name 
assumed—" Friends of Human Progress”—and tha 
high claims set up for modern Spiritualism. Now 
as to which of us the charge of arrogance properly 
belongs, we are willing to leave for the public to 
judge when they shall read both communications. 
In regard to the second point, we asked for some 
proofs of the proposition contained in the resolu
tion. Surely ‘Libertarian’ would not have us to 
believe without reason I Is this a part of their 
system of ‘progress?” To make assertions with
out a shadow of an argument to sustain them, 
would show that they had progressed beyond rea
son and common sense. The proposition is an af
firmative c-r.e, and the burden of proofs rests with 
its friends according to all rules of discussion.
******

“What has pseudo-christianity to do in the proof 
of the above proposition or even with the Bible ? 
When we affirm that the Bible has been a great 
blessing to mankind, and continues to be such still, 
we expect to attempt, at least, to prove it Nor 
will we dodge it by retorting other questions. But 
the claims of Spiritualism are now on the tapis; 
when we settle this, then the other may come up 
if desired..

We perhaps ought not to press this point, since 
there is an evident disposition to back water in re
gard to this claim of Spiritualism, and that .‘article 
of the platform which rejects the Bibie as a vol
ume inspired by the Deity.
******

“ All truth is the word of God.” That is, the 
Bible is no more inspired by God than the writings 
of other good men. It has no more inspiration 
about it than the Principia of Newton, or a truth
ful work of Science? Be honest, come out like a 
man, and say to the world openly, that you reject 
the Sacred Volume altogether; or that you do not 
regard it in the light which Christians do, as con-! doctors, 
taining a special revelation from God, the Creator, He is an illiterate man, but when in this state 

You boast of your bravery I delwers most eloquent and learned discourses, 
which discourses are alleged to be spoken through 
him by departed Spirits. John Wesley preached 
through him a masterly Sermon on Sunday last.— 
Spirits all declare that they are doing well and 
progressing, that the planets are inhabited by some 
superior and sonic inferior beings to ourselves.— 
Mr. Hedges says when he is in his natural state

“ Libertarian” on behalf of Spiritualism and ! that he cannot speak ten sentences consecutively 
Progress sustains himself as follows : upon the subject. There will be many opinions

“Humanitas with all his learnina seems dull of i about “ the other world.”
I ----------o----------

J. ii. W. TCOHE1-HIS LECTERIXG 
TOVIS.

On leaving New York, Mr. T. will travel East 
and lecture during the Summer months in New> 
England; and, in the Fall and Winter, should there

“POSITIVE SPIRITUALISM.” .
Not having heard from our friend, Doctor.Gray 

nor seen any numbers.of his “ Star in the East” 
for some months, we were about to conclude . our 
self forgotten, when Jo 1 the April number comes 
to us, containing the following friendly notice:

“ Christian Spiritualist.—This interesting sheet 
continues its visits weekly, to our sanctum. Its 
pages, as usual, are richly ladened with rich gems 
of thought from the ocean of Spiritualism. Its 
proclivities partake more of our own conceptions of 
spiritual being than any other paper.

Bro. Toohey evidently designs his paper to be 
truthful and courteous, therefore it tends to an ele
vated field in spirit being. It is an able and tal
ent expositor of spiritual philosophy, and progresses 
in the positive scale.

Its Editor is a gentleman, and a sound logical 
writer; we wish the enterprise abundant success, 
as its merits truly deserve.”

Flattering and friendly as this notice is to ourself 
we should not have copied It, were it not illustra
tive of the fact, that the views and philosophy 
taught by us, are recognized as truthful, and con
sidered sacred by others. And that the reader 
may understand the meaning and importance of 
what Doctor Gray calls positive Spiritualism, we 
extract the following from the April issue of the 
Star in the East. The Doctor says:

“ Postive Spiritualism, or the fact 
from the loftiest realms of the Heaven 
can and do visit this earth, and all 
realms where goodness predominates, 
and governs all kindred elements and spirits, is a 
doctrine, which I am as certain of, as I am of my 
existence, and would sooner yield my own exist
ence, than give up this doctrine of my religious 
faith; yes, far rather would I give up every other 
vestige of spiritual or mortal beiDg, than to be 
robbed of the sweet consolation of feeling that I 
can and do commune with God, and with the 
Spirits of good men who have once lived in the 
form. Thank God. our separation never can be. 
Its powers, not only gives us prediction and purity 
of thought, but it unrolls the vast scroll of su
pernal knowledge, and stamps its eternal impress 
upon proper sentiments and feelings. The con
stant presence of God is a tideless ocean of good
ness, and a shoreless sea of love, to all the 
children of wisdom.”

hands, a mouth, limbs and feet; andI 
the body the body is simply a piece of 111 
sm by which the Spirit operates on

mgs, and through the medium of which 1^ 
ceives impressions from external objects - tha 
Spirit may be separate, even in this lif. • tfl18! 
body, and almost unconscious"1 o} its ’ .r0Q1 
that when such is the case, the bodv J?'* 
ma! life but not the power of action; 
the Spirit is so separated from the body ’ ? *hen 
power to see and converse m -Jt. a-’ fall 
Spirt., 
raled and freed from the L 
freed from the bonds which hLe butterfiy » 
that in leaving the body t andunconscious of the scparatJn \the S?irit « 
at any other time, as in a swoon” &?”

e3dstence; 
-J am.

^CIURES^AT STEYVESANTINSTI2UTE 
dayr morning ^n^mbler. lectured again last Sun- 

crowded au^nces Institute> to
announce, that this" DOnnl/re t0 be able fo 
will remain with us, JL-i "j an e'°1uent lecturer 
again next Sabbath atm/ °n®er‘. speak

____ ' Eame time and pha.

that spirits 
of Heavens, 
unmeasured 
and moves

SPIRITUALISM IN MAINE.
The incredulity some manifest, as to the number 

of Spiritualists in the United States, is as unwise 
as the skepticism that prevents them from examin
ing the subject, for the effects produced by the de
velopment of one good medium, are not to be esti
mated by the ordinary experiences of history, or 
practical life.

The effect, however, of individual development, 
and mediumistic teaching, is illustrated by the 
following from tue Belfast Free Press :

“ There is at the present time considerable ex
citement in Camden, upon the subject of Spirit
ualism. A Mr. Hodges of this city, who has been 
laboring as a blacksmith in that town for a few 
months past, has given some wonderful exhibitions. 
It is said Spirits have spoken through him, and 
sometimes delivered long Sermons. He holds 
meetings weekly, when he goes into a state of in
sensibility and becomes the medium of lawyers, 

.nd all classes of people who have died.—

EOOK PUEL1 CATlo^ .
We should have noticed the following books . u 

were it not that in addition to our other duties h ' 
had to serve as juror for three weeks. We hone th 
planation will be satisfactory to all concerned. 

Spiritualism Explained : being a series of twelve
Lectures, delivered before the New York r/ 
ference of Spiritualists, by Joel Tiffany. b°D' 
The majority of these lectures might with bette- 

propriety be termed an explanation of the moral", 
ism of Christianity, as they are more closely relat- 
ed to ethical philosophy than modern SpiritualitE 
At the same time, they contain bold, earnest and 
eloquent thoughts, which should be knowL br 
every lover of truth, and studied by not a few re’ 
formers. Not that we think Mr. Tiffany at 
times logical, consistent, or profound, but because 
the lectures constitute a pretty successful effort ij 
the right direction, i. e; simplifying old thoughU 
and Spiritualizing new theories. The method of 
Mr. Tiffany in some cases tends to obscurity, f0- 
he makes consciousness the premise for most of his 
reasoning, which is fatal to mental and moral ci- 
monstration, (what Mr. T aims at,) the isms-jj 
schisms of the age being significant, thought^, 
mon proof of the statement. The only way ye 
know to correct the errors of this method, is tob= 
less subjective and metaphysical, and more nettfr 
of faetish. Nor will this at all times help the mat
ter, since the experience and education, as well a; 
the consciousness of most individuals differ bej 
in quantity and quality. A complete cure wE I 
come, therefore, only with a .scientific and a rfi. 
able anthropology, a full, perfect, ar.d harmed: 
philosophy of the natural and Spiritual man. I; 
the mean time, we recommend these lectures, a I 
they contain much that is pertinent to the is:,:; l 
the age, besides being generally suggestive c: 
thought, and explanatory of the emotional tMr..- 
The reporters and publishers deserve to be wee 
patronized, for the faithfulness with which therre- 
ported the lectures, and got up the book.

to mai', the creature.
and independence, and the right of free speech, 
one of the elements as you claim of human pro
gress. You are not afraid of becoming unpopular. 
You can brave public sentiment, and become a 
martyr, if need be. Why this mincing of the mat
ter? Tell the public plainly what you do believe

the retirement of Mr. j ;:1 regard to the inspiration of thisBook.”

SIGNS OF PROGRESS.
The accounts we are receiving, from time to 

time, from all parts of the country, are full of pro
mise for the future. A friend has handed us a let
ter from San Francisco.

In speaking of the interest manifested upon the 
subject of Spiritualism in California, he says :

“The place where they hold their lectures is 
generaily well filled ; I have seen as many as two 

j thousand sitting to hear Col. Baker (one of the most 
eminent lawyers of this place) discourse on “the 
ministry of angels.”

This is but one of the many indications of the 
deep bold the subject is taking upon the public 
mind; indeed, the churches, in many instances, are 
almost entirely forsaken. But we know of no in
stances, of late, where Spiritual meetings, when an
nounced, have not drawn together large and intel 
ligent audiences.

The Amenia Tima informs us, that “Dr. 
Jarvis” is a “myth,” and that the real expounder 
and confounder of Spiritualism and Spiritualists is 
the Rev. W. H. Ferris, a man high in office in the 
New York Methodist Church. The Tima as
sures us that the “method and logic” of the Rev. 
gentleman “are unexceptionable," and that he is 
“content to leave Spiritualism in his hands, no 
matter who may volunteer to be his opponents.” 
This may be just so, Mr. Tima, but as there are 
“many men,” with many minds on the subject, it 
is just as possible as probable that Mr. Ferris

comprehension. If the Scriptures, throughout, be 
the word of God, they must agree with the Book 
of Nature. As God is the author of Nature, and. 
no mistake; then all scripture, or that which is 
written, must agree with nature, or it is not re
liable. In other words, whatever is in the Bible, 
or elsewhere, must accord with nature’s laws, if we 
are to learn from it, our true and legitimate duties 
to Gc-d, how necessary it is that we should inter
pret for onrseives. Humanitas and I, understand 
the language of the resolution very differently. As 
there can be bat one truth conveyed, cue of us has 
misconstrued the author’s meaning. May it not 
be the case in reference to the Bible ? 
know of it is from tradition and history, and very 
little of the latter which may be collateral. Error, 
or a mistaken view of God’s will to man, coming! of (Re CLri: 
through such channels, could just as readily reach | 
us as truth, and more readily as we willingly biind ' 
our c-yes and shut out the light of reason—the ' 
boon of God, given as to test what is revelation to i 
us. There is nothing ic-vealed to any individual i E”LPH.
that his reason does not approve ; this is self-cvi-; celebrated medium and lecturer is about
dent. For this God has placed a light within us ' t0 withdraw from the lecturing field- for a season, 
by which we may7 see our duty, and just so far as ( 'n 0I'^-cr t0 recruit the energies of his system, 
the Bible reflects this light, just so much of it is i Previous to this, however, he proposes to give 
truth to us; and just so far as the Bible contru-1 some ticeidyffe lectures, part in the West and the 
verts a law of nature, or seems so to do. then to i remainder in the East. He will also visit Penn- 
us it should be an erior.

» * #

South, he will supply to the best of his ability. It 
should be remembered, however, that in all cases, 
he will expect to have his expenses paid and some
thing over, as he has a family tc provide for. 
Those wishing to hear him,or desirous to aid his pro
gress, can make such appointments for him as they 

, and inform him 
Address J. H. W. Toohey, 

or at the office

Ail we think will be productive of good,
of the haffie by letter.
15 Franklin street, Boston, Mass.,

.ian Spiritualist.
Will the Spiritual press please

i and thereby aid our brother and the cause.
notice or copy,

The Conflict of Ages Ended : A Succedantum 
to Beecher’s “Conflict of Ages. By Henry Wei- 
ler. Laporte, Ind.
Although we read much of this in the column: 

of The Crises, we are heartity glad to see it in book 
form,for the subject matter, as well as the method 
of its discussion, is well worthy preservation and 
attentive study. The author, Mr. H. 'Weller, is 
the editor and proprietor of The Crises—a /Serai 
and sensible expositor of the theology and philoso
phy of Swedenborg. As a thing of course, wore- 
fore, Mr. Weller looks at the phenomena of life 
from the Swedenborgian platform, but not to the 
detriment of his catholicity, judging from the fi
lo wing. He says:

in taking the Divine Word, as our stand-point of vision 
I do not mean that it is above the Word which exists ir.L 
the works of God. The created Word, is, indeed, as fib 
the niamfestion of Divine Lowe and Wisdom ss th 
written Word. Gut that which is written comes to -es v 
instruction—teaching us what ths whole creat-o:: is. wh
om which teaching all would hare been dumb and .-rav 
ingless as the rock of the ocean, and the clod of tberLf:- 
is to the untutored peasant. Revelation has beer. r.L 
called the grammar of nature—opening up its r.idct: I 
meaning by giving us principles, and lending us to I 
Great First Cause. But when thus opened, ail nature :e | 
comes a living book; and God as ready speaks to s I 
the myriad voices ot creation ns in the glowing firs c:;r I 
phetic language. I

As Mr. Weller was, for many years, an Unitarix, I 
and has passed through many phases of spc-cA- I 
tive theology, he is fitly qualified to appreebt | 
the Spiritual harmonies of any pbiicsophv 
bring the Word and Nature into friendyt 
Naturally enough, therefore, his sympatric 
enlisted in, while bis mind is analizing the 
aDd philosophy of Spiritualism. Those Ir. 
of “the Church” who have waxed Spiri'.ua’y 
may kick against this manifestation of r.ur: 
tolerance aud charity, but Mr. Weller h ah 
antlyable to vindicate hisyfrit/i, his/hiksphp 
his conduct.

We wish him success, and his pa;a hrge- 

culation.

lit:
•::g.

;."j

as the Bible contru- .
so to do, then to i remainder in the East, 

j sylvania and Maryland.
Mr. R. seems to be poor, and in need of material 

aid, so that all who desire to hear him must re- 
i member “the laborer is worthy of his hire.” The 
remuneration expected will vary from ten to twenty 
dollars, and traveling expenses.

Parties West will communicate with Mr. Albro, 
at the office of the Age of Progress, in Buffalo; and 
those East wiil send their favors to Mr. R., at this 
office—as from each city the letters will be for
warded to Mr. R.

It is us I anticipated, that he would question and 
conjecture, jump at conclusions, and establish for 
himself facte. He must have been a profound stu
dent and an apt scholar while in the school of Vol
taire, for he has a marvellous tact of “ veiling un
der the highest apparent reverence for the institu
tion of Christianity the most deadly malignity and 
virulent attacks.” It is remarkable that some of 
these Bible defenders more than some infidels (so
called) violate its truths. They are forever crying | 
infidel, infidel, after others, when they themselves 
are the greater infidels in practice. And now, 
when they find there is nothing immoral in the 
term infidel, when properly understood, that it 
only means a disbelief in a false and faithless Chris
tianity, as preached and practiced by themselves, 
they endeavor to fasten upon them some other epi
thet by which they may stigmatize them—“ Free 
Lovers,” for instance—or some other villainous 
thing, the offspring of their own brains. Thus vio
lating a righteous command, “ Thou shalt not bear 
false witness against thy neighbor.”
******

“My mission now is to defend the cause of Pro
gress and its friends, not their peculiar views ; 
knowing that I might as justly differ from some of 
them, as I do from him. My objection to discuss
ing his peculiar hobby, is this: Should we gain 
the attention of a few readers, we would soon tire 
their patience—should we not, we [would then exis just as pumute as pruvauie lout lur. rerris v.„.t „„„ r . ...knows nothing, or next to nothing of the facts of haust our ’Estock of mentality upon each other, ^ .... . c tt—,.i?i it. u  i_•»____Spirit intercourse, to overlook which would be 

tojose sight of Modern Spiritualism.
which would not pay, for the world would move, 
nevertheless, and Truth would go on developing

A LUCID EXPLANATION.
The Rouduut Courier, of April 25 th, in copying 

Rev. Henry "Ward Beecher’s letter on Spiritualism, 
introduces the same with some remarks, in which 
we find the following;

“Mr. Beecher’s idea accords with our notion of 
the thing. There are undoubtedly some material 
phenomena connected with the honest sort of 
‘manifestatiocs’ that have not been clearly explain
ed; this,with possibly a share of psychological in
fluence conjoined, is sufficient to account for every 
thing mysterious in the matter,without aDy neces
sity of assuming the intervention of external 
agents.”

The cool and lazy impudence of this extract 
would be laughable, did we not know that all 
Spiritual laziness aDd indifference tends towards 
and naturally begets mental and moral obliquity.

We say cool, lazy impudence, because we do not 
think any thoughtful, investigating mind could be 
induced to thus summarily dispose of a subject 
that has occupied and perplexed the most gifted 
and learned of the scientific world for over seven 
years. Verily, “ Wisdom is approved of her chil 
drenl'

LAVINIA.

SKEDEFEORGIAN PSYCHOLOGY.
Not a few of our Swedenborgian contemporaries 

manifested much sensitiveness at the bare pros
pect of being popularly associated with Spiritual
ism, as if there was something in the idea very 
distressing. Of course, they have the undoubted 
right to choose and select their company, but it oc
curs to us, the efforts made by the Swedenborgian 
press, to effect a distinction in the public mind be
tween Spiritualism and its “near of kin,” will 
prove “ much ado about nothing,” so long as the 
secular press thus popularises Swedenborg. We 
copy from the N. Y. Tribune of April 26.

“ Swedenborg maintains that man is a Spirit, 
possessing the form and pervading the entire hu
man system; that the Spirit possesses eyes, a nose,

AObligation or m Sabbath: 
tween Rev. J. Newton Bho 
B. Tatlok. New York: Calvin 
Nassau street.
Those who may wish to know theytvs and r.~ 

of our “ obligation to the Sabbath,” shouri w- 
this work.

The disputants are able, skillful, and i•especiK. 
gyincing a thorough knowledge of the textual,-- 
tical, and controversial phases vi’ the suriee-" 
It is to be regretted, that a work so genera1'.'' u' 
exceptionable in its make up, should be suiyect . 
criticism,becauselof the blured and dingy pptr K 
which it is printed. The type, however, a- at’”
and may be read with ease.

DieCttssion o-;- 
ami WlLLiAS 

Blaiidiaro, ri

The Wak in Kansas. A Rough Trip to 
' Border, among New Homes and a Strang* 

pie. By G. Douglas Brewerton. Nev.-I'1 
Derby & Jackson, 119 Nassau Street.
Were there no other proofs that we live b 1 

fast age, the fact that Mr. Brewarton has been b 
the seat of war; seen,"heard and gathered the l;1!' 
terials for the work before us in a few moato, 
would go far towards convening tlie most obsttc* 
skeptic. The work, notwithstanding the extendi 
display of fire-arms, knife, axe and hatchet, h13 
‘that within surpassing show ;’ for it contains I'--- 
side the facts of the war, much humc-rous, deseftp" 
tive and spicy reading. The author professes to b* 
impartial in his narrative, and not at all interest^ 
in the controversies that led to, or grew out of, IM 
war. 1

however this may be, we can bear testimony <» 
the impartial humor of the author, for a good joker | 
is a veiy democratic sort of an “ institution.” I 
work is handsomely got up, and reflects credit o’ 
its publishers.
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periment with entire success, but, as well from her 
own repugnance as from that 
relations, she has determined 
again.

I would add that one of my

of her friends and 
not to attempt it

particular friends,

ing in the garden,) on the kitchen table, but on my 
return, the crown which had been sewn in, was 
again cut out, and then trimmed around until 
about three inches in diameter,and the remainder of 
the rim, was what the ladies call, scolloped all

a youDg Armenian, full of conscientious convic round. My wife informed me, she purchased some
i “ _     i 1 »i < - > v______ _1 _ 11  «.— ! riT*Crorr XL J  il .____x 1 i y_  _1. _tions and a probity and morality beyond all suspi
cion, has a brother, a priest at the Armenian Col
lege of St.1 Lazarus in Venice, to whom he is 
greatly attached. As an experiment he asked 
whether the “ guardian spirit” of this brother 
would manifest itself to him. It did so, and 
said that it was no human spirit, but a “ cheru
bim.”

The impression which; these facts—for such 
they certainly are—have made in Constantinople, 
is very great Animal magnetism has, however, 
been practised hero by some of the deverishes for 
many, many years, for the curing of diseases, and 
pUaying of pain. I have witnessed this a hundred 
times, and fully believe in its efficacy. It is nothing 
more than manipulation', of the part affected. I 
verily believe that the operator is wholly unac
quainted with all magnetism (as a science) and as
cribes it to the superhuman powers given him by 
Allah or the Prophet in recompense for his piety 
and constant mention or contemplation of the name 
of Allah.’
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hat a deeper, greater, holier love, was about liance upon the past, no doubting hope of the 
being developed in her heart’ She began, out of “ 
her deep sorrow, to feel that a great calm joy was 
about to be born to her, a joy that no sorrow 
could destroy, no death could take away.

It became so manifest to her, that now, in 
present of fifty years of age, she could look 
umphantly in the face of life, and of death, 
meet both with the same calm smile. She 
come out of her strugglearitti grief,>and with life’s 
necessities, and haff prevailed. There was no 
longer any death. Life to her was everlast
ing. I '■

She looked now again, toward the future. In 
this life she had a few more works of love to do, 
and then the thin veil that shrouded the future life 
would be drawn away, and she should see clearly 
that which she now dimly saw, of the certain
ties of that life that lay beyond. The veil was 
semi-transparent to her vision, for she saw through 
it faces that she loved, and the wife and mother 
knew her own, even through the shadow of 
death. They were there awaiting her.

She went forward in spirit to meet them. Lov
ingly her hand was clasped by the living husband 
of her youth; softly and warmly was the kiss 
that she was wont to covet, imprinted upon her 
cheek. Gladly gathered round her the children 
she so loved. They had seemed to die once, she 
thought then, believed then, that they were dead, 
and her own heart died within her. But now she 
saw how it was, saw that there is no death ; and that 
a love once born into being can never die. Het
heart opened itself to life, and immortal health 
and vigor flowed into it She saw that she was— 
herself unchanged as to her individuality ; but 
her being she felt to be intensified, ennobled, and 
bared as it were to the more direct influxes of iife.— 
Spirits surrounded her, whose interior life har
monized and mingled with her own.

She rejoiced in the certainty of immortality.— 
She knew that whereas once she had dimly 
hoped that she should in some way, meet in another 
life, those whom death had separated from her ; 
now she knew that no such separation had been 
real, that they had lived and she had lived in im
mortality together. And now death—what was if; 
to her? A magic veil—dark to the unspiritual 
eye, but transparent now to her, and revealing, 
nstead of hiding, the pure mysteries of life.

Thus had it become with the woman 
years; her yesterday she had treasured up 
beginning of her spirit’s life and love ; her 
and to-morrow were their development and 
Her heart was full of love, her hands of labor ; 
and as she looked into the everlasting future, she 
felt that this was human destiny—to love—to work 
and to progress forever. Undine.

Future’s destined field of Love and Labor; not an 
emotion of the soul exists, but Spiritualism re 
sponds to its outpourings; not an aspiration dwells 
within the Spirit; but it supplies the want, con
vincingly revealing the future fulfilment, of much 
that earth cannot give. It sanctifies with angel 
touch all human feeling, and spiritualizes the affec
tions, until they bloom like Eden flowers, blessing 
the heart that enshrines their gifts, and love-illum
ining its sphere of thought and action.

The Spirit dwelling upon earth,' in the calmness 
and beauty of contentment ; firmly assured of its 
progressive immortality, can never sorrow long for 
any earth-joy denied. It knows that upon itself de
pends the power of communicating with angel 
natures; that purity, thoughtfulness, and a loving 
and forgiving Spirit are the moral requisites, for 
the attainment of Spiritual intercourse. That out
ward sanctity and formal prayers avail not, that 
no power but that of goodness, no invocation but 
that of Love and Sympathy, can attract the Spirit 
friends and counsellors, ever mindful of our earthly 
happiness and future advancement That the pu
rification of the heart from all evil intentions, and 
unworthy aims, is the necessary preparation for 
admittance to the companionshipr of the purely 
blest AU this, Spiritualism enjbins; undimmed 
Hope, untiring endeavor, ceaseless effort in human
ity’s cause, forgiveness for wrongs inflicted; self
reformation, and holy contentment amid lifes’ oft 
times thorny path, are among its gifts of blessed
ness. It leads no soul astray from the path of 
duty, for its loving hand smoothes the rugged way, 
and calms the rebellious Spirit. In return for the 
Heavenly Father’s manifold mercies, it enjoins no 
abject worship, nor set and formal rules. From 

I the grateful hearts of His hopeful children swells i

, ®)8TOBY OF THE OBIGIN OF at.t. TTrrsras
but no^ Vi. bla creatt on toi'
earthlv medinn?^*T ®°d’s Holy Spirits, through anArnold’ a y. fri“
ACLHS. TThe'co^2aU^1 fmSSt2M°DERN MIE- 
natareof both. TestimOErv^H^ndrL?2?r “ fur taeA tho

totta Agency of Evil Spirits. By John 6. AdS^ Prices

T0 SEVENTEEN OBJECTIONS against Br.ir 
tual totercourse, and Inquiries Eelating to the 

Bs JhU By KhnS. Adams” Price 25 cS?0^

Since writing the above work the author has changed hL< 
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oysters, and set them in the pantry, but when she 
went to use them, they were emptied into another 
dish, and two or three dropped between the dishes. 
My daughter in the mean time had got a few in a 
saucer, and went to get supper, &c., but on her 
return, the oysters were gone, and could not be 
found until informed by the Spirit, when they were 
discovered to be on a shelf seven feet high.

After this, the Spirit requested, or rather order
ed my wife, to bring a tin-cup full of water from 
the spring house, which she did and said: “ I 
wonder what he is going to do with the water.”— 
My daughter replied, “ it is for me to drink, I 
want a drink of cool water.” She took a little, and 
turned round after setting the cup on the table, 
when suddenly its entire contents was emptied on 
the top of her head, and the tin-cup thrown back 
on the table, in a rather violent manner, causing it 
to roll on the floor. “ There,” said my wife, “you 
may pick it up again,” and left the cup lay where 
it fell; but in two or three minutes, the cup was 
again placed on the table icithout icing touched-ty 
any human being ! It was again thrown to the floor, 
and the Spirit ordered her again to pick it up. She 
refused, when the hair pins, from my daughter’s 
head, started out,and were thrown violently against 
my wife, when she agreed to lift it. My daughter’s 
hair in the mean time, fell down over her shoulders, 
and she said, “there,I shan’t put it up again,” when 
the Spirit pulled her hair, until she said, “ yes, I 
iciZZ,” when the pulling ceased.

On my return home, I inquired what lie (the 
Spirit) meant by such doings ; he said ‘■fun." I 
asked him also, where he got the knife to cut my 
hat He repliad, “ on the shelf, sharp.” Is it 
there now ? said I. “ Yes.” I went, and looked, 
and on the highest shelf of a dresser was an old 
rusty pocket knife, I had seen laying out of doors 
a few days before. I took it up, and told the Spi
rit, that the hat was not cut with that knife, as it 
was too dull, and the hat appeared to have been 
cut with a sharp knife. The Spirit then said, it 
was V.’s knife it was cut with. (V. is the Spirit of 
his daughter-in-law.) I must now close, and if 
these wonderful manifestations continue, I will in
form you. Ycurs. &c.

Investigator.

SPIRITUAL INVESTIGATION AND
WHAT COME OF IT.

Burlington Co., N. J., April 18, 1856.
NO IV.

As I have stated that the Spirit of IV. pinched 
my daughter, when he wished to communicate, 
and having just done so, I requested as a favor, 
he would pinch her on the side of her neck imme
diately under the point of roy linger. Suddenly she 
exclaimed, “ Oh iny !’’ when I removed niy finger, 
and saw distinctly what appeared to be, the print 
of a human nail on her skin, where no mark ap
peared before putting my finger on it.

Troofs, Mr. Editor, are accumulating whilst 
writing this letter. Having set down with my wife 
and daughter in the kitchen, and the Spirit of IV. 
being present, our conversation turned on the hid
ing of Mr. H.’s hat, when I remarked that I would 
be glad if W. would hide my old hat, which I had 
just left in the dining room; he said he would 
when I did not think of it. In about two hours, 
when I was not thinking of it, be said, “I am go
ing,” and the dial ceased to communicate. In a 
few minutes the Spirit of his daughter-in-law an
nounced herself, and asked, if we knew what W. 
was doing? Wc said no, and was informed he 
was hiding my hat. I jumped up, but too late, the 
hat was gone, and could not be found. I begged 
as a special favor, that he should tell me where it 
was. lie said, hunt the closet up-stairs. We did 
so, but it was not till we hunted every closet, up- j 
stairs and down, that wc found it, and then it was 
covered up in a closet, with about twenty or thirty 
old newspapers. I took the hat, and we went back 
to the dial, when the Spirit of his daughter-in-law 
told us he was now tearing my old hat. I went 
immediately back, and found the silk from about 

■ half the hat torn off. I told him that it headed me.
“ Yes,” said be, “and foots ycu too." 
the Scientific American to read, i 
bright twirled past the edge of the paper, and 
made a kind of circuitous track, and fell near my I 
foot. At the same instant, my daughter exclaimed, i 
‘\hc has taken the pin I had, pinning my work on ; 
my knee.” I returned the pin, and she again pinned 
her work, putting it Id more securely, which in 
about three minutes was again dropped cn the pa
per I was reading. This was repeated a third time. 
The Spirit then knotted the thread in her needle ' 
with five knots, and hid the needle. She got an-! 
other, and in three minutes it was gone. He j 
spelled cut “ cars.'' I looked in her ears, and 
there was the two needles, one in each ear, half 
way through, where her cars were pierced. They 
were taken out, and in about the same time they 
were gone again, when he spelled out “pin cushion.” 
\Ve all started to hunt the pin cushion, but he said 
“ no, the cake cushion,” and behold, in a cake be
fore our face, were two needles. Again, they were 
returned, and again, with another needle became 
invisible, when again he spelled out they 
were in her hair. Sure 
just as I enclose them to you, all on one thread.— 
Mi’ daughter here remarked tliat she hoped they 
had not taken her whole paper of needles; and 
getting the paper, opened it, but there was only a 
yin. left! He spelled “ her hair” again, and with a 
thread similar to that with those enclosed, were 
strung seventeen needles, which had been taken 
from the paper, and threaded in about three min-; 
utes. One of the threads used in his- tricks I ex-1 
amined, and found it different from that she was 
using, when the Spirit informed us he had taken it 
from her frock, when on examination, wc found 
the thread drawn out, which bad been used to sew 
the tear made by another Spirit on a former occa
sion. The next operation was his spelling out the 
o flowing: “I have performed another trick in the! 
dining room.” IVc all hastened to sec what it was,! 
and found the family Bible covered with a cloth, : eager 
and a china saucer with a cold potato set upon it. j 
We were looking around, and all passed into the 
kitchen, but returned immediately, when we found 
a cup and saucer added, which were taken from a 
shelf seven feet high, and on the plate near the po j 
tato was a tea spoonful of apple jelly. We were 

j here called to tea, and on being seated, my wife
missed the cream out of the vessel she put it in, and 
was about to go for a l'resh supply, when I told her 
the Spirit would tell where it was, which he did, 
by spelling out,—“in the sugar dish, it wiil save 
trouble.” bhe looked, and loaf sugar and milk 
were there all ready for tea. On returning from 
tea, I found the crown of my old hat. This I ex
pected, as iny daughter has found fault with my 
wearing it, and the Spirit promised before tea to 
finish it, which he did while we were at tea, there 
being no other person in the house. These, Mr. 
Editor,are only a part of the performances this day, 
for all of which, we can and would swear to, if ne
cessary. I find no fault, as I have asked for such 
things to be done. I see daily such wonderful 
things, I can hardly believe iny own senses, and 
no doubt, had the same things been done before 
Spirit intercourse was believed in, it would have, 
alarmed us all. As it is, however, we all take it in 
good part, it being performed by an intimate friend, 
with whom wc converse daily, as with one another. 
On Sunday, my daughter and I, attended church, 
but on our reaching home, wc had each forgotten 
the chapter and veree of the text. Not so with our 
Spirit friend, for he spelled out the book, chapter, 
and verse, and before I could turn to the passage, 
he spelled out the entire text Wo asked him how 
he liked the sermon. He answered “ not much.” 
I asked his objection, when he said the preacher 
said the same thing over and over,” and added, 
‘true too.” Since writing that portion of this 
letter relating to the hat, I had occasion to go to a 
village near by,and of course had to put on my new 
hat, leaving the old one, (which I wore when work-
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the anthc-m of . continued worship, in Spirit adora
tion, in thoughts that lead to deeds of greatness 
and good.

Philadelphia, April 19,1856.

For the Cbristlmi Sp-lrltus

YESTERDAY, TO-DAY, AND TO 
MORROW.

She sate beside the open window, with her face 
turned toward the setting sun. Her c-yes reflected 
the mellow evening ray, with a light at c-nce soft
ened and brightened; for her spirit was both strong 
and calm.

She was a widow. Fifty years of life’s whole
some discipline bad purified and developed het
woman’s soul.

She looked gently on the west, and smiled— 
such a smile as was only the brighter and more 
joyful, for the two days of heart dew which hung 

By degrees those 
he mild grey eyes

” I took up aom her unwrinkled eyelids, 
when something eyeiids shut> and. the si=ht of th
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MISS KITE FOX.

FREE COMMUNICATIONS.

It is with pleasure that the Society for The 
Diffusion of Spiritual Knowledge, infoniis the 
public of the continued labors of Miss Fox at 
the Rooms of the Society, subject to the direct 
tion and pay of the same. She wiil in this, 
as in her former engagements, sit, without charge 
io the public, for the benefit of Skeptics or such 
Enquirers as are not yet convinced of the reality 
of Spirit-intercourse, and know not the consolations 
of Spirit Mediation.

Hours, from 11 to 1, every day, Zdlurdcnj and 
Sunday excepted.

The Society wish it distinctly borne in mind that 
Miss Fox is employed for the purpose of converting 
the shegjtlcal, rather than to contribute to thejika- 
cure of the Spiritualistic believer, and it is expected, 

'therefore, that those who are converted will not 
occupy the time of the 2£cdium.

■ This change is warranted not only by the xpe- 
: rience of the past year and a half, but suggested 
; by the consideration, that those who may wish 

of i communications from their Spirit friends can, and 
! should, avail themselves of the services of other 
Mediums.
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For the Christian Spiritualist. 
THE INFLUENCE OF SPIRITUALISM.

BY CORA WILBURN.

The more we reflect upon the revealmcnts af
forded us by the new dispensation, the deeper and 
stronger becomes the conviction of its mission 
beautj- and holiness, of its sanctifying utility, and 
knowledge bestowing power.

T he soul of the true Spiritualist becomes the 
abiding place cf an undisturbed peacefulness ; the 
awakened powers of the earnestly aspiring spirit, 
find limitless expansion, and endeavour meets with 
no barriers of opposing fear, in its earnest soulfu] 
investigations. Many and bitter have been the 
calumnies by superstition hurled, the accusations 
by malice invented, the anathemas ■ by tottering 
dogmas directed against our pure and holy cause ; j 
the Spiritual belief founded upon incontestable evi- j 
dence, upon the truthful testimony of thousands of 
lioing witnesses. But, unharmed, serene and ange] 
guarded, the heaven-sent truths keep on their on
ward course of enlightenment; and consolation 
folds her seraph wings around sorrowing mc-rtal 
hearts, and opens to the worshiping soul the bound 
less realms of the Hereafter. Undismayed by 
mortal invective, whether by priest or tyrant 
hurled, at sacred Freedom’s cause, the Spirit’s 
watchword girds the aspiring souls of millions, in 
the “ Onward and Upward” march of human pro
gress.

What harm has Spiritualism rightly understood, 
ever done to the cause of Religion, to the attain
ment of happiness? Its teachings uproot the 
worse than pagan errors, that represent the Spirit 
Father as a Being of wrath and vengeance, that 
wrap the fair form of nature’s beauty in a gloomy 
shroud, crowning life’s radiant brow with the 
cypress wreath of mourning; and whispering of 
decay and death, amid life’s fairest and brightest 
scenes. The Spiritual belief, with daring and hal
lowed hand, has removed the gloomy veil, hitherto 
enshrouding our world’s Spirit reflected beauty.— 
No longer a “vale of tears,” our lovely earth 
beams radiantly beneath the Creator’s life-giving 
and approving smile. No more resound the dismal 
words “ for ever gone no death, no annihilation, 
not even of the flowret’s life-power ! Only beauti
ful and progressive change, a Spiri tual ladder, round 
which clusters ever-changing . forms of beauty, 
deep-toned celestial harmonics and the boundless, | 
unchecked aspirations, of freed and for perfection- j 
striving Spirits. |

For many ages, the world’s inhabitants have | 
bent the knee in formal prayer, in accordance with j 
transmitted belief, and early implanted instruction. ! 
Many, and conflicting have been, and still remain, I 
the various dogmas taught; yet amid the so-called 
pious of all creeds and climes, can the joyful 
resignation be truly found, that is religions’ boasted 
evidence of power ? Has the departing Spirit 
ceased to be surrounded by weeping and wailing 
friends ? And doesnot Time alone bring the conso
lation, >hcir faith, confers not amid the starless 
night of bereavement? Far from elevating the 
Spirit to communion with higher worlds, its unavail
ing tears, water the grave-yard soil; its footsteps 
jinger around the mound of earth, containing the 
cast off robe, no longer the fitting abode for the 
soul-aspiring to a brighter form. And doubts and 
fears intrude upon those sorrowing souls; fears of 
the Father’s boundless mercy, doubts of the eternal 
re-union, their faith so mystically and unsatisfac
torily promises, intangible and unmeaningly con
veys. How many hearts have been sorrow-bowed 
with the bitter thoughts of the eternal separation, 
who would have arisen from the despairing posture, 
joyfully and exultingly, if blessed by the assurance, 
the given proof of progressive immortality, of un
avoidable re-union of loving hearts, on the blissful 
shores of ths better worlds.

Creed unshackled, trembling humanity ! Fear 
and gloom have overcast the Future’s prospect; 
and this beautiful, ever renovated world, is darkened 
to your sight. By the light of this new faith 
which only the irreligious can condemn, and the 
materialist deny, the sorrows and the groundless 
fears of the doubting soul are removed by power 
divine ; while the inspirations of truth and frecdom> 
upraise the thankful spirits of emancipated mil
lions, rejoicing in the light, heaven-sent, and earth 
illumining 1 Spiritualism requires no blind un
reasoning faith, no enthusiastic zeal, at war with 
reuons’ soul-uttered admonition; no blind re-
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SPIRITUAL SKY" .'OOF.
A New Work on Spiritualism. Charles Linton, 

Medium. The work is beautifully electrotyped, 
contains 550 pages, octavo, and two splendid steel 
engravings—Mr. Linton and Gov. Tallmadge : 
latter has written an elaborate introduction 
appendix to the work.

The book is now ready- for delivery, price $1 
postage 30 cents. Orders from the trade 
others will be attended to, by addressing 
Society for th: 
553 Broadway

was turned within.
It was not sunset there, but only a little- past 

mid-day. Upon her Spiritual sky, a strong sun
light had arisen, and shone down upon her soul; 
brightening the past, the present, and the future.

In the backward perspective, she saw a little 
child—such a child as we may every day see; 
glad, wandering ; yet, never wandering back ; her 
young eye taking in the prospect of the present ; 
and wondering at the beauty and the joy that 
every moment brought Tears had been in her 
eyes, but they had been brushed a ray ; and a rose 
stain upon her cheek told that the hand that wiped 
them was full of flowers.

The light brown hair was free ; and every move
ment bespoke life and wondering joy. The c-ye in 
variable light, seldom was turned to the future, and 
then only without definite thought.

She was not beautiful, only as childhood always 
is, because wc see iu it innocence, freedom, and 
young life. She was plairly clad, and clean, and 
healthful.

This child came on and on, and grew as she ap
proached into a girl. A young, fair girl, with eyes 
mild, grey, and somewhat deeper in expression 
than inany you see. She looked with a strained 
gaze upon the future; and 0, how joyous expecta
tion gleamed from those young eyes !

Looking constantly into the future as into a ma
gic mirror, she seemed to see there herself, but 
greatly beautified, and surrounded by a dazzling 
halo of joy. She seemed as if struggling vainly to 
quicken her pace, or rather to fly to the bewitching 
scenes before her.

B^' and by, as she came on, another was seen 
walking by her side—a tall and fair youth, and as 
she turned her eyes upon him, they grew deeper 
and warmer in their expression, and a certain love 
sphere seemed to surround both. She was not so

■ now, a satisfaction, a fruition seemed to 
charm the present for her, yet present and future 
wore the same rosy hue, and gladness and alacrity 
were in her step. A soft warm light had enthroned 
itself upon her brow—she had grown to be a wo
man, and had experienced a woman’s love.

Soon came another picture, the same fair wo
man, with a still softer shade upon her face, a still 
mellower light in her eye, and now a little child 
was in her arms. A very lovely child, with fair 
blue eyes and curling hair, and a winning babyish 
smile, that strove to answer to that upon the happy 
mother’s face. Clinging to her dress were two 
more little ones happy and beaming, and the moth
er held out a hand to them lovingly and protect- 
ingly. It was a happy group and another love had 
developed itself in the woman’s soul—she had be
come a mother.

Rapidly the scenes shifted before the eye of the 
dreamer. Next came a funeral procession, a long 
coffin, and a mourning train, and in that coffin 
through which the eye of the seeress penetrated, 
she saw the cold, stiff shape that had once been 
the body of her husband. lie had gone from her 
now—love had received a terrible wound, and as 
she slowly faltered along on the arm of a friend, 
deeply draped in black, bow little was she like the 
happy young wife and mother who stood foremost 
in the preceding pictures. Three more processions 
followed this, each time a smaller coffin was carried 
before tho mourner to the grave yard, and love 
was wounded mortally then, for she was a widow 
and childless.

Then came a trial time, a dark chaotic struggle 
with life; for poverty, as well as grief, confronted 
tho desolated hearth of the widowed one. Wear
ily at first, and almost in despair, she strove with 
that which opposed itself to her, and a deep an
guish, a fearful despondency shut in her heart, 
and drove all love and joy from her pale face.

It was now that she looked no more before nor 
behind her, but within. It was now that she felt
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liESJEENCES OF J1F.DIT JIS.
In the forthcoming volume of this paper, we 

propose giving a standing notice of approved pub
lic mediums in all sections of the country, under 
the above head. Also an account,from time to time.of 
the movements of Lecturers and Mediums. Those 
friends who desire to avail themselves of the free
dom of our columns for this purpose, will please 
forward their names at their earliest convenience.
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A. C. STILES, M. D.,
PHYSICr* AND SUEGEON, BEIDGEPOET, Conn.— 

CInirvovwit and Psychometric Delineator of Character. Ex- 
amin«»fun for disease, with prescription, >1. Those who cannot 
personally visit him can forward a lock of their hair.

“Dr. Stiles's superior clairvoyant powers, hU thorough medi
cal and surgical education, with bls experience from an exten
sive practice for sixteen years, eminently qualify him for the 
best Consulting Physician of tho age.”

Psychometric Delineations of Character, with Conjugal Adap
tations, $2. To obtain this, tho autograph of the individual 
must bo forwarded. To secure attention, tho low price here 
asked must always accompany tho letter. Willing that those 
who are “not rich,” should share ln God's gifts, has been the i 
inducement to offer these low prices. f

MRS. LINES,
CLAIS-VOYANT, HEALING AND DEVELOP

ING MEDIUM,
Will give examinations dally, (Sundays excel’‘ed,; ttpon

A L 1. DISEASES)

At No. 1 B'MeHouse, Ninth Street, hetu-een Third and. 
fourth Aeenucs.
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“N rht nature location and character of a diseaai; and aitvt-o Smodo ol“”iMmeu “ealculatod to prove o£ great utility to 

’'“^Thoto who cannot attend in person.would do well to 
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I BE AT. LAND.
D. J. W A I. I. ACE.

Tbo twilight hour has come 9gain, 
And, like au angel’s, wing,

It sheds a holy, heavenly calm 
O’er everything.

"Vithin my soul a quiet reigns, 
And peace and ,oy flow 'there, _

In noiseless waves, till I Dave quite
Forgotten care.

wt-o' '*• >s. but yet
_ t ever brings

for which T would r.ot take

I kr.ow not
The twiE^ut

A peace>
Ail earthly things.

And while the sou! is lulled to rest, 
How sweetly do the dreams

Of other days flow back again 
In half-hid streams.

To-day I walked the city streets, 
"Where rolls life's varied tide ;

And felt alone, though thousands were 
Epon each side.

But here, within my little cot, 
With twilight on her throne,

I think of absent onc-s, and feel 
I'm nd alone.

With keys thrown to me by the hand 
Of the departed Day,

I ope the pm tads oi the land
Where loved ones slay.

Mysterious land ! for there the dead 
And living are as one;

O bliss! I met them all as I
In life have done.

They . all seem beings of a clime 
Encursud with grief or care;

And free from toil's corroding band 
They wandur there.

Come of them live, and some are d.ea.d, 
Yet an unbrokuh band

I often meet ".hem ali within
Ideal Land.

ANGIIL VIVSK’.

The frllrwlhg lines rentai-i lItctallv “words that breathe 
ahd fhrhghts ti-.at burn.” " e gather thera wrn the sea 
lrfcrafhr■c,w■hcrc■ and tlicm drifting anroymrusly
When the twilight weeps 'neatli her azure veil, 
And the sweet flowers sigh as the day grows pale, 
Then an angel comes on iter silver wings, 
And a golden llnrp in her hand she brings ;

s^ofi, swett and low, 
Rich ommbers flow, 

And I hush my breath while the angel sings '

Oh I the tove-rayS fall from her dew-filled eye, 
Like tho sott stir-brarns from lie- twilight sky, 
And -lie fans iri y hr ciy will; her fragrant wings 
lYii!le .rim mni.lv strikes on the golden strings !

Soft, sweet .and low,
ft-ch numbers flow'

And I weep ior joy wiil.-e the angel sings !

l wind,when he woos the flowers,Like the 5^, sinti!
Like the glad bird's note io his fovc-wreath'd bowe: 
Like the thrilling sigh, of the wind's harp-strings, 
Are the r.apfure■toncs that the angel sings' 

5^, sweet and low,
Glad breathings flow,

Ahd I dream of irv.r■ while the angel sings 1

Like the plaintive hole.-; of the moaning pine,
Like the wild,wild wall of thu hearing brine,
Like tltu g^rrr■ s that swuup on the hlghf-wind': 

wings,
Is the sfranue, sad song that thu angul sings 1 

Dark, ducp and low, 
Sad mom-ngs fi--w, '

And I weep o'ur the i-.t,'wl.Ile thc angel sings 1

Then a l-otty sna '- o;; a ri-1: itarp swe'i!?.
And the sou! oi li'Iss in its music dwells :
And the tide of song, o'er its glowing string? ' 
Flows fresh and free from the Eden springs '

Soft, sweet and low,
Rich breathings flow,

And I dream of Hea.ycn,whi!c the angel sings.
Zentinel and W?;.

'. .. THE INSPIRATION OF SPRING.
A writer io the New York Independent discourses 

.thus eloquently of the approach of the person of 
buds and birds :—

“ Winter S;ck 
left under fe-oces 
takes them nil a 
begs the ru.n to warm it. 
nights tin m ' 
frees, full of m 
arhorai herbs 
breasts to the 
Elder sorh^s and 
milker's hand and bucket, 
make you think of flocks 
the South, wild with new love, or 
he3ts fo he bu.iit or rehiamped ? 
buds where there birds. There are little flowers 
somewhere that nobody has rhc^irrked rf,hcw,frcsht 
in resurrection robes. Those ;orrt'rws and robins, 
and blue birds, and black birds, are trumpet 
sounders that ca.il the flowers from their graves.— 
Do you not feel the r.ir blowing through your very 
heart? I-, not the germinant and springing mAu- 
ence af work at your pulse ? Do you not love fhe 
balsamic smell of poplar buds just unglued,—and 
tho Smell of gra.s.s jusf sorrhciog, and of moist 
earth, and of woods full of old leayes, and of fhe 
very air that reeks with these nameless odors which 
we call spring scents.”

. * v_____ _
. *■ • •

ExTP.AOirnisAF.Y Birth.—The Paris Siecle pub
lishes the following extraordinary narrr.tihe : “The 
Rue de Faubourg du Temple has been thrown In
to a Ettato of great excitement by an event of the 
most extraordinary kind. At noon yesterday, at 
the moment when fhe corpse of a woman named 
Aigocu!,who had died at No. 55 In the sfreet, was 
being removed for interment, drops of blood were 
seen to ooze out from the coffin. The undertaker 
ordered the hearers to stop, and on fhe coffin being 
noenedt cries were heard Issuing from tho bloody 
suroud with which the body was enveloped. The 
•pctfatrrs of fh'is appaling scene were deeply 
movel. But what was fheir astonishment when,

. on the grave clothes being torn, they saw that the 
deceased had given birth to a child of the male sex 
The child, jerfocfiy well-formed, was living. I 
was immediately consigned fo the care of a nurse, 
and the interment of the mother .was postponed 
for twenty-four Mjur*.—Er, •

;s for Utile snow scarfs: which she 
•, cr on edge- of the wood, and 
wry. The ground looks up and

Gentle days and cool 
t n, 1 ?,—good and motherly
and blue birds. Maple groves are 
whicn give their perpendicular 
rude o itation of the auger.— 

rough hewn troughs are the 
, April ! Does it not 
of birds just come from 

pensive with 
There must be

MEMENTOS. i Many remarks scattered through this little
The present is linked to the past by dark and j treatise are worthy the recollection of all ages and
. ________x- 1 a. rk--..~U r zn/* Ti a mtn/1 ir> nl/1 fl ftpclasses. “The failure of the mind in old age," 

says Sir Benjamin Brodie, “is often less the re
sult of mature decay than of disuse.” Ambition 
has ceased to operate; contentment brings indo
lence ; indolence decay of mental power, ennui 
and sometimes death. Men have been known to 
die, literally speaking, of disease induced by intel
lectual vacancy. On the other. handtthe amount of 
possible 'mental labor is-far I—ss .than many persons 
imag’me. If professional men arc. enabled .to work 
twelve or fifteen hours daily, it is because.most of 
their business has become, from habit, a mere 
matter of routine. From four to six hours isprob- 
abiy, the utmost daily period for which real exer
tion of the mind can be carried on.

iron ligaments, but through them run fine veins of 
gold that close inspection only shows. These fi
bres have power to make the past worthy, fair— 
to sink the horizon of the night, and reveal the 
sun below,when it has risen upon another sphere.

These fibres, binding the to-day and yesterday, 
are mementos—those of the sweet and happy by
gone, which as fragrant plants having blossomed 
and wilted into seed-time, contain the germ that 
will make them bloom again on other soil. 
P^Mementos like these are supporters of our weak
ness, guards against temptation—they shine 
through our surrounding cares and tribulations as 
stars through the falling storm ; they arc like the 
dew in the darkness, descending on fervid brows 
and lips touching them with refreshing coolness, 
and strength for the long Tr-mrrrrw.

Mementos like the ivy creep about the wither
ing heart, and protect it from the semblance of 
decay. Though they sustain not its weakness, 
beautify its failing, and crown its last beatings with 
ripeness and a show of life beyond itself. While 
they make a partial Pactolus of the merest Lybia 
of existence they touch the coming Future with a 
glowing pencil ; they mirror to the aching, anx
ious mind,what will be, by the streamlets, whose 
whimperings suggest love, and sunny hours tremb
ling with pure emotions, that have been in depart
ed days. They unearth the buried casket, and the 
glitter of its jpnels beameth beyond the Now.

All of us have Mementos more or less—all can 
look backward, be their path drear or radiant, 
smooth or rugged now,—toward the spot where ! 
some cherished eglantine perfumed the air; or j“ within” where Christ located it. 
where a few remembered violets that fewer eyes | a constant and prolonged exercise of the acquis! 
beheld, were loved by the softest zephys of the 
Spring, and breathed their latest on its sighing 
bosom.

Thank Heaven for these Mementos in that they 
cheer and make hope where hope was not; that 
they lead, though with a sweet, delusion, the pil
grim wanderer along, and point him to shrines 1 
cannot see, for those he knew? are broken.

Mementos are not gifts nor substance, save at 
times—not always outward shapes and forms that 
we may wear above the pulse of our life, and 
breathe our kisses on, . n harmony ot what they I 
symbolize. They often are event and circumstance 
and time, outstanding from all else, and real and 
essential from the happiness they brought—live 
dreams and dreaming lives which come as pictures 
from within,whenever our eye turns inward to the 
soul.

Mementos are whatever link our thoughts, our 
feelings, our affections, to the good, the beautiful, ; 
the true—the slgns of those fit'r periods in our hie | 
when angels seemed to hedge us round about from 
ill,and let our spirit glance beyond its clay.

Turn we not often to Mementos as to some sa- 
crcd words a buried mother's hand has written for 
our goo^ that we may ctoar'ly see cur way by 
thinking what has been V Within our chamber's

■
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From the Olive Brandi. 
CHRISTIAN SPIRHETALIf^M.

Did Christ teach saltation by faith ? He gave 
us fully to understand that icorhs are to be the 
'meat instrument in the soul's development. Spir
itualism teaches,with Christ, that the greatest of all 
■is charity. This it shows to be philosophically, as 
well as morally, true. It is an established law of 
nature, that the healthy exercise of a member or 
organ increases its strength. The blacksmith's 
right arm is more powerful than the Ift. from this 
cause. The farmer and the mechanic become 
strong in body from a similar reason. And the 
same is true in Phrenology. By frequent acts of 
genuine charity, the organs of Beo.cyrlence, Hope, 
and Conscientiousness are increased in power, and 
the Heaven of true happiness is established 

And vice versa.

tive and secretive organs to the exclusion of the 
higher faculties, in the end consigns man to the 
slavery of avanure, destroys the very sources of 
happiness, of which money is but the mere agent' 
prevents all enjoyment of the elevated pleasure 
flowing from Benevolence; in a word he developes.... .

he ■ the kingdom of Hell, as a condition of the soul.—
Thus “ It is less difficult for a camel fo go through 
the cyc of a needle, than a rich man to enter the 
kingdom of Heaven.” Because man, In fhc exer
cise of a sufficient amrhnf of economy fo accumu
late riches, is apf to compromise the elements of 
true enjoyments, and become a miser. To reach 
Hell, and suffer its torments, fhc miser need not 
awaif the hour of dissolution. He has it all within 
him, and feels Its scorching flames hourly. “ It 
is more blessed to give than receive.” Every act 
of true charity is a ray of warmth fo fhe divinity 

, within, and a benefit to fhe donor's immortal soul, 
■ which is to be eternal. The miser is wlt’bruf this 
infinite, elevating pleasure, and the priceless ben
efits flowing from its benign influence. A great 
error of the churob, has. no doubt' beeh in a “on- 
ftision of tbc terms Heaven and Hell. Christ's 
HeahCh and Hell w erc conditions, and a verdicf of 
exclusion from the one, or consignment fo fhe 

| other’ did not allude to luc existence hereafter to 
srlitude, when stars took flirough Rs curiam folds. I bc kv the spIrit- The danger ■s m ccm-
and wo have doff-d fhe mask wc play our world- ! trnetif.s thc kingdoms {conditioned) to be car- 
oart in, are there no letters that wc read again, j ried as a barrier to our brooinesS in the Spirit 
howcicr so often read before, and fuel fheir sorrow ! 
and thctr truth ? And from the page that dims 
through rising tears, scum nof some living eyes to 
look with ali fhe trust and peace they had of yore, 
till hope rekindles In thctr fancied light ?j

Arc fhere no locks of hair, thus far outvying 
purest gold, and that Gugonno's skill fo darken— 
which call up rose-colored phantoms that were be
ing once? Docs nof the glossy texture scum fo 
move while ir our grasp it rests, as rest It did when 
on its smoothness our pale hands in blessing lay, 
arid wc essayed to speak farewell? Has nof that 
tiny glohc, fhaf Jlttlc ring, that poor attempt of art | 
to copy soul, thaf volume th whose thoughts twin j 
natures found translation of fhuir own—an Influ
ence on us sftll—a force horn our fate ?

Sure such Mumuntos haye, and those thaf only 
lie within thu heart withal. In tbuchamhurs of our 
spirit fhere are letters written by no mortal hand; 
trusses that were nuvur severed ; volumes fhaf no 
external eye c'ur gazud uoro. Buf these and 
those arc similar; they bring their huailng with 
them, and they reach fhat slckoiU-ss science falls to | 
learn.— Clnciiinati Time'.

wor ld-
The spirit of man is reached through his organ

ism. The purpose of life is to inA'iclduallne the 
spirit. Thus every act becomes either a savior or 
destroyer. If life be true to itself, neighbor and 
God, the spirit will emerge from its tabernacle, 
beautiful and lovely to the sight: if its probation 
has been one of injustice, neglect, bigotry and 
falsehood, it emerges from it into its new exist
ence mentally and morally deformed or diseased, 
and is a stranger still to that precious enjoyment 
of the soul, which is realized only by the good.” 
This doctrine is forcibly embodied in the expres- 

j sion “ the greatest of all is charity.” By a law cf 
: Spiritual affinity the pure and wise pass into a po
sition, figuratively expressed as high—into the 
sweet crmpanlrnsh■ip of their kind with 
Heaven still “ trithin and the other, to its 
kindred, accompanied with deep regrets for 
folllT; and languishing for one drop of the 
nectar of truth from the fountain of harmony 
yond.

We hold that this is Christ':: teaching ; 
men's minds have been perverted from a right

their 
dark 
past 
pure 

be-

WHAT GOOD IC SPIRITUALISM?.
I am glad the question is asked, though it does! 

not argue much for the enquirer's mind.
I answer, it establishes the soul’s immortality on 

a practical basis. It leaves the matter no longer a 
doubt, and takes from the hands of the priest, the 
power to humbug the people with the idea that he 
can enfold and interpret the oracles of God, any 
batter than the wayfaring man though a fool.

It takes out the last prop from the strongholds 
of materialism, or ttherialism—both of which have 
proved so destructive to man's highest good.

It introduces to us a religion,with a philosophy, 
which our reason can grasp, embrace, and allows 
man to lie down upon the couch of entire certainty.

Our pre-sent, systems of religion are void of a 
philosophy, and our present systems of philosophy 
are equally without the companionship of religion..

Spiritualism is the marriage supper of these 
two, so long divorced.

The Infidel and the highest form of orthodoxy 
are brought into harmony, and are made brothers 
in the highest sense.

Spiritualism reveals to mankind that they are 
surrounded by, and are in the immediate presence 
of beings like themselves. The effect of such re - 
vealment is to prevent wrong and abolish crime.

Who does not act more circumspect when the 
eyes of his fellow men are upon him ?

Spirit life is omnipresent, and he who is so ex - 
a!ted as to see and know of the kingdom of Heaven, 
sees and knows that not even a thought can escape 
detection. If a man can thinl. no wrong without 
the faci is known, then he will do no wrong, for 
conception always precedes a birth.

How guarded the acts of men when they know- 
all eyes are upon them. What crime or wrong 
can stand before the focal blaze of Spiritual detec
tion ?

Spiritualism unfolds the fact that the Spirit is 
not the offspring of, nor dependant upon the body 
for its being; that the parent of the body is not 
the father of the Spirit, and the real child, or the 
spiritual man, is as nearly related to wie, as much 
my mother, sister, brother, as of those who gave 
life to the mere flesh. It takes away that selfish 
claim which makes me love my child any more 
than any other, and rests the frame work of man's 
brotherhood upon the solid, enduring, and eternal 
existence of the soul. It lays the foundation oi 
man's brotherhood deeper than the skin or the sex. 
It makes every man his own prophet, priest and 
king. It unfolds the broader and deeper view of 
human equality. It no longer deprives one of the 
rights claimed for any other human being. It 
tells mankind of that inner being or principle on 
which his destiny rests, and lays condition, color, 
sex, nationalities, one and all, down into the grave 
of merited obiivion. This, Spiritualism has done 
already, and its mission has only just begun. i -—

The effect it has produced on the efforts of men | ju«t as 
for the mere external,would have sufficed to give it I 
large credit on the books of posterity. ;

No longer is the mind made the slave of the body. ! 
The fashions of this world have not a feather's 
weight when viewed through the Telescope of 
Spiritual vis:on. The force, power and reality of 
the words of Jesus are felt, “take no thought for 
the morrow, for the morrow will take care of it
self.” . j

Men who have accumulated wealth will he ready. ! 
under Spiritual teaching, to devote themselves not | 
only, but their capital, their houses, lands, and every j 
earthly claim, keeping back, unlike Ananias, no j 
part of the price—to the service of humanity. j

Through Spiritual influence men will cease to 
cheat, lie and steal from their brothers, but will 
see and feel that every human being is a brother, 
sister and mother.—Lahe Zurich Banter.
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derstanding of Him by bonds and fetters of pre
judice, forged by bigots in the dark ages; and 
which to-day sway almost a disputed sceptre 
over the most sacred of God's ordinances.—human 
reason.

But we hold that an infaIWe revelation is im
possible as long as the -human mind—the re
ceptacle—is fallilB. Minds are differentiy

SLEEP, DREAMS, MENTAL DECAY.
The following passages are from a brief review, 

in a London paper, of Sir Bonjamin Brodie's Psy
chological Inquiries :

“ Dreams are next discussed, as also the pro
blem, “ What is sleep ?” which our author du- 
dlares insoluble. The sense of weariness a-------
confined to those functions oyui which the will has ; understandinc, the subject revealed, 
power; all involuntary actions are continued | Spiritualism, like all new things, is greatly 
through our resting as well as our waking hours.— I represented by those who would rather destroy 
Sleep accumulates the nervous force, which is ; than inquire into it. But we trust the time will 
gradually exhausted during the day. But these | soon come when all odium shall be removed, 
are words only ; tor who can define or explain the | and great minds will probe and sift it thoroughly—

. : proper p'ace
men's hearts and accomplish the great re

forms prrm1sed, but if it be an Inyention of man, 
it will sink into oblivion and be forgotten. 

PROGRESSION.

con
appears | strutted, and each receives according to his own •1 ! 1__ •» . _

“nervous force?” Darwin's axiom, “that the; If it be of God, it "will take its 
essential part of sleep is the suspension ol voli- j in 
tion,” still holds good, and is accepted as satisfac- I 
tory. Talking and moving in sleep, though ap- | 
patently phenomena irreconcilable with this theory, ■ 
are not so in reality; for there are degrees of | 
sleep, and these things only occur where the slum-1 
ber is imperfect. It may be urged again, that the 1 
mere absence of volition would not produce that 
insensibility to sight and sound which is the chaw 
acterlstic of the sleeper, but few persons are aware 
how much the will is concerned in the reception of 
impressions in the senses. One who is absorbed 
in reading or writing will not hear words addressed 
to him in the ordinary tone, though their phys
ical effect on the ear must be the same as 
usual. _

mi;

[ What glory to explore tt^ose ...wonderiul heights— 
to revel in their splendors, and feel that no sudden
ly descending sword shall sever the life from’the 
renewed body ! Here, the soul expands, and the 
heart swells and warms at the anticipation of some 
fleeting pleasure, that as we clasp vanishes—there 
we shall not only feel .the rapture of anticipation, 
but sweeping over the full soul shall come the de
lights of possession, delights that shall never grow 
dim. Each step will reveal new glories, and as the 
Spirit soars exulting in the possession of a being 
never to be tainted with corruption, think, if you 
can,what exaltation must accompany the thought.

You who have suffered, wondering why to you 
the way was wrapped in clouds, from those homes 
of perfect felicity you may behold ibis atom in the 
universe, and -see in every trial. passed, an angel 
hand ieadlng'yoh up the celestiay .road. And as 
you look upon the darkness here, the slips, the j 
trials, the perplexities, the dangers of the fywt life, j 
oh ' what unutterable emotions of praise will throng

less and friendless, .he had been an outcaof 
been a blighted life'! ^life

Draw the curtain gently aside ' Let the - 
moonbeams rest lovingly on that rigid fae„ “I* 
Wuch ,s the ghastly shadow of death The '■>0,1 
rays fall strangely pure, on that dead M3,7 VCt 
face, so dark and rigid, in itB muic d,,^ *3 
those white lips, could tell a '.Wifftf i ?“'-' Ob! 

i might be loosed from fhe seal of death ' !l‘ej’ 
that would turn your Indignation .^v,"’. ,A stoiy 
tne purest pity. But the shado-t- f ?er> Iatr 
rests now over her blighted life o„' -TW. 
tombstone, are their records traced ■ 0^ 
menit sad face turning from is ’. ‘ mi!InI adesolate homes oof ^^oUC ’

e sentence of a O^

1

? '<• !hej. 

. A stoy 
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tne purest pity. _ But the shadow- cf h;,

. Ou man
-----; o,i 
e curious

your soul as fhc reflection comcs with newer, sweet
er power, all these arc gone frreyer and forever, 
here arc unending delights, hure are no uncertain 
to-morrows, no fearful sepiirations,ho mortal pangs. 
My crmoanlons are angels, my frod Is fhc frulf of 
thc tree of life; I cannot grow old, for Time has no 
cycles hcrc. Immortal joy shall crcafc immortal 
beauty, Immortal yearning bc satisfied with im
mortal lovc.

Thc homes of the angels. 
flection as wc gazc up In those strrry worlds, 
them hucrme familiar to us as ru-sting-placu:
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infidelity of LITE How much is this a yard eV- , 
fmtance nf mine fo tL n “ L 
ii^y’-gerd storei ' f

is a beautful pv., i”, sCiIirS ti re
in the city.” ' ma am; ti.e| f

is mOTe
lady. “I will take it at fvtt 10 ” T 

The merchant went on, in
Let this he our re ■ j it was .ess than as-

j e11 she might have it. • 1 n her
™ had.g^ sai,j j “Wbyd.i,

tee way .o heave1—go|deh gtfex 'H.1 opeh wto | nyriiV m-i 7°ut avotrtif ?
.... - . .. Thns tiiey will i . hy d J' dro'f fbink lnfc E ,

and holiesf degree,!1 oo Eit ' ’ I1-’’-^' dispose nf goads. wT-.r,.,.
I pt■rtlt.”
I “Buf you fold the l:i<lv;
I “Prrh ' I ted thf- saine 
| made fifty per cent, on th a.f y 
j He then went to attend to a
II thought to myself, here i’= a
■ cr.ible as a business n.a u " 
j member of -----  church, e-u
; Lberal Christian, and .mo■'■>lutl■iv

God had reveal ed all Hb ; tns °trn admirIion. 
before Christ. They re- | miereiy fo make a grra birr 
truth which they think

Christians.

the streets of the New Jerusalem, Tims they will 
be significant in the highest
and as we dwell upon such thoughts, our minds 
must become Spiritualized, and assimilate more 
and more to those of the redeemed who wait for 
us beyond the rapid Jordan. M. A. D.

SECTARIANISM.
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The .Jews think that 
was cycr going fo, ages 
jecf every ncw form of 
overthrows their flme-honored notions, v.mouun.-., 
in turn, think that fhe New Testament was the 
last of Revelation, and beliuvc just fhaf much more 
than thc Jews, Orrgeftlng that just as much need 
exists for a Ohrtber ruveiatfoni, adapted fo fhu pre
sent agc, as there was for fhe coming of Christ af j commuhlcaht, and gl.es liberally to 
thc flmc hc did. There is the same bigotry rmrng ; cieues. 
fhc Christians as marks fhe pathway of the Jews. :

Great revelations, like comets, comc but once in ! most correct Interpreter^ 
many ages, leaving time- to do thu work of t-labo- I whaf claims haye- they to 
ration. Land hrnr■labIe men ? It

Wc take our food periodically,
_ ; sens'ib|c, when rhr he’iIy .......... , -- .........  .

I fhaf we shouM never want fond a.grin, .s to sup- ;
l orse that the revelrtlohs made to men who thought
■ God wrs a Golden Calf, were sufficient for the 
moral nature of man in rll coming time.

Whun men luarn that our- moral
progression just as much as our mental ci- physi
cal, fhuy will persecute one another less for oppin
ions' sake.

That man is fhe greatest fool in fho world, who 
thinks he knows It all. This is exactly tire position 
of cycry sectarian.

I would as srrh fhlnk of using fhu same plough 
in Illinois, which we worked among thu clay and 
gravel th Vermont, as fo preach and pray and' sing j 
as our Oafbers did.

I remember when men believed
and Brlmsfone, and rc-all.

i wifhouf repentance tli-- smoke cf just such for- 
j munt would ascund up foru-yer. I rcmcmbcr when 
fhe doctrine of fhe greatest Dihlous. was, that Hull 
was payed with infants not a span long. Rtth of : 
these have long since her-n abaodonud, or so mo- ! 
dlfiud as to change the whole nature of the belief. ,

These concc=sirns have bc-cn wrung from sc utr- , 
rirns, by crme-outurSt who showed their .absurdity ' 
so plain as to stop all accession.? to fhu sect, tm- 
less they abandoned fhc obnrxiru; posftlCi:.

The Jews as a oerpiu arc far behind other 
ttohs, for fhe very reason tha.t thuy .riing 
deathly funacity fo old fogylsm.

Christians arc relatively in thc same f.x. Take 
fhe great dlylsirhs of Catholic and Protestrut. 
The Catholics arc jusf as far behind rs they rre 

I more like fhe Jews, clinging fo the swaddling 
| clothes of fime-worn absurd'uies.

Thc Jews are a un'it, so are the Cat
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HOMES OF THE ANGELS.
The Boston Olive Branch, although a violent and 

unfair opponent of Spiritualism, publishes occa
sionally articles, the thoughts and sentiments of 
which are so “ near of kin” to Spiritualism, and so 
unlike “ orthodoxy,” that we sometimes are half in
clined to think the Editors see more significancy in 
the facts and teachings of the Spirit intercr'hrse, 
than they are willing to have known.

The following, from a late issue of that paper, wil 
illustrate :

“Drawyour thoughts from this world so full of 
sorrows, this dark earth, where, throw the glitter 
of poesy oyer it as you will, sin curses every ob
ject, however beautiful; where misery stalks by l 
with its bleak face and lean limbs ; where sickness 
breafnes in stifled chambers, and death rides on ! 
every breeze; gaze from this point of clashing ind the Protestant, by admitting 
terests, jealous rivalries and destroying hate, to the | of human progression, has become di 
calm stars that stand in the blue ether, far, far j thousand different sec'
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A YOUNG MAN'S CH 
o young man, who ha= a ju<

■ vaiue, wil' sport with i.I-- v.- 
r.a-1 watchtul regard to hi? rlrua-- 

with i will be of I-icohccIyablc vciac to
i mailing years of his l.'fo. MTu 
: vlatc from .strict proprietY of dc ; 
;a?k himsc.it, can I rfford fill--, . 
latter to look horn this‘-

It is ofttmazing wot tit to a yua-r 
‘ ourr miud ; for this t? thu fo.-n t 

.r!ICSt whl|e ’ character. The mind, tn order 
the entering wedgu ; must bu employed io. topics of ■ 

.ividud Into a ! thcmseiycs loycly, chaste and 
calm stars thaf stand In thu blue cther, tar, far j tbrhsahd ditterehf sects, out ot which hrs come the ; mind has. the power to select 
over the hlghusf range of thought. How pure they ! elevation of man, until now-a-days thu impudent •meditation. It yr'uth only koet 
look In fheir unchanging brlghfnuss? Man Is born, j claim ot man’s equrlity is a fixed taet. ■ how dismays the Injury prrdl -d

Now-a-days a Pope Is no butter thro a peasant, j gence ot degraded thoughts ; it t 
Thc Empress ot Fra-nce is no butter titan my wife. i hrw frightful are thc moral uu 

Farewell, sectarianism, the world will hr al! thc : cherished hrbit ot toosc Imagt 
better without you.—Late Zurich Bynl.ri
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sorrows and drops ioto the grave, and there they 
remain placid as the bosom of a lake when the 
winds are locked in their treasuries. Did you ever 
look in bitterness on their lofty serenity just after 
lips fhaf you loved had whitened and stiffened io 
death ? Did you ever cry out with agony that 
the stars so still and grand, lighted their glittering 
temples, while your star, the brightest perhaps, the 

| only star of your life had set in darkness? And 
| did you not wonder how they could dumbly gaze 
| juon yyou mfcerr—uu>on the pathway to the old 

Effort is the price of success in every ddeaaff | clrjnrhhyaar—upon that grave where a human 
From attainment of rudf - heart was turning to dust while yours was break- 

i • ’

THE PRICE OF SUCCESS.

ment of human action.
mental knowledge to the salvation of the soul, 
every step in progress is made by undaunted toil. 
The boy drones over his boob, a slave to listless 
laziness^ thereby securing to himself a place at the 
foot of society. The Christian, who, like Banyan's 
Timorous Mistrust, flees at the voice of lions, is un
done. The man who shrinks from difficulty in his

Drcrms are Inexplicable ; Lord Brougham sug- j business or profession, who refuses to climb he- 
gested that they took place only in the momentary j cause the rock Is sharp and fhe way steep, must 
state of transition Orrm sleep to waking. Buf frcts j mPe “P ieis mmd to slide back and to be in fhc
contradict this theory, since persons will mutter | rhadows below, while others use him as a stepping 
. .t t i , • ■» , - . cfnno fn ^-r-n T7^_ it.’- __ t_ • ,<to themselves, and utter inarticulate sounds, in
dicative of dreaming, at intervals of several 
minutes. The common puzzle as to how dreams, 
apparently long, can pass in a moment of time, 
presents no difficulty to the psychologist. Life is 
not measured by hours and days, but by the num
ber of new impressions received; and limit to 
these is in the world without us, not in the consti
pation of our minds. To a child, whose imagina
tion constantly excited by new objects, twelve 
months Su«m a longer period than to man. As we 
advance in lilc, time flies laster. The butterfly, 
living for a single season, may really enj’oy a 
longer existence than the Prrr<^ise, whose years ex
ceed a century. Even between the busy and the 
idle among human beings, there exists a similar 
difference, though less strongly marked.

It has been usually held that large heada are 
more powerful thinking machines than small ones ■
and, as a general rule, experience justifies the con
clusion. But Newton, Byron, and others, were 
exceptions to it ; and it is quite certain that a large 
brain may be accompanied with the most denBe 
stupidity.

stonc fo their own rising. For this—such Is the 
constitution of society—there is no help. Thc pouf 
wrote fruuly who said—

“ Thou must elfhcr soar or sfrro. 
Fail or triumph, stand or droop, 
Thou must cifher serve or govern, 
Must bc slave or must bc sovereign, 
Must In facf hc block or wedgc, 
Must bc anvil or must bc sledge.”

To shake off an indolchf spirit, or sftr one’s self 
to exertion, fo reach constantly upward, to struggle 
with a firm forfboid on fhc most slippery places, 
fo wrestle manfully, even when principalities and 
powers arc our OocSt to refuse submission fo any 
evils however fr-ownlng, arc conditions wc must 
cither OuISI or sink to littleness, to uselessness, 
—perchance to ruin. Therefore, with a brave 
heart and hnconqherahlc spirit, every man should 
address himselt fo thc work of thc day ; striving 
with pure views and religious trust tor an increase 
ot Ma talent, and tor a •victory, which shall unable 
him to stand unabashed in thc last day. Hc who 
strives need fear no failure. His triumph, though 
delayed for a time, shall come at last.—Acker-

! mg.
The stars! where are they ? Who can answer? 

God placed them fhere—so much we know._
Science explot es the grand highway fo the heavens 
buf her vagaries and even her statistics, satisfy us 
not. Worlds of light say some, bodies of flame 
say others, luminous by reflection speculate still 
others, buf 0! how vaguely and blindly fhe world 
yef stumbles on, guessing and wondering, ques
tioning and replying—advancing new theories and 
exploding old, and yet whaf a star really is, no one 
can certainly explain.”

“The morning stars sang together;” did fhe si
lent world listen while they sung ? Did melody, 
such as mortals neyer made, floaf on the enrap
tured air ? and were those mysteriously sweef 
echoes caught by one human ear? And could they 
sing together, were they nof worlds filled with in
telligence, light and beauty ? So love we fo think, 
as we behold them movingoboye the joys and fhe | his own hand, unbound his fettered soul,
sorrows of earth; and though it may be but the 
vagary of a . speculative mind, yet the thought is 
sweet and pleasant.

And those golden worlds, formed by the plea
sure of Our Father, may we not yet inherit ? Af
ter the soul has laid down its perishable garment, 
after our beauty has dissolved aud dust displaced 
the remnants of mortality, may not the freed Spirit 
clad in immortal youth, walk the luminous streets 
of those very orbs, wondering, adoring and wor
shiping ? God's ways are not as our ways, nor 
His thoughts as our thoughts, and there is nothing 
Ihcrnslstcnf with His goodness and majesty in the 
belief that our kindred may inhabit the very stars 
that meet our gaze, although to us they may seem 
too tangible to bo the abode* of redeemed Spirit*.
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BLIGHTED LIVES.
BV IVY STAF.K.

Tread gentiy—speak softly—a soul is passing 1 iog heaj t 
from its bondage, and your lightest tone is discord ; sublimities of truth, invi 
to the ear attuned to Heaven' ' ’ '
mooy.

There are deep linos of anguish, engraved11. 
around the pale lips, and dark shadows of earthly 
grief, settled on the waxen brow of her who lies 
so calm and white,on the borders of the spirit-laod. 
Even the sterh crnflicf of death, has failed to erase 
them, or soften their intensity.

She was a gambler's wife—a suicide's mother.—
She had given in the morning of ltfe, her affections j 
to one who valued not the charge; she had seen 
him going the downward path, had prayed for, and 
pleaded with him in 
woman can suffer, 
lost forever.

And she bent over
boy, and as she traced his father's likeness in his , 
Ihhocchf face, she prayed that there tho resem
blance might emd—that he might live to be a bless
ing to her and himself. But a father's counsel pre
vailed, the boy followed him to the wine saloon, and 
gaming table, and io the flush of manhood, with

, a.nd sc--1 

i t forth to meet its doom. All this one of the 
frhcsft most devoted wives, the fondest, wisest 
mother, the most self-denying Christian, was called 

1 upon to bear—her’s was a blighted life. -
The summer moon looks coldly down with a i 

sad, reproachful light into a narrow cell, revealing 
a young man, almost a boy, who, with his face 
buried in his hands, is sitting there. As the cold 
sepulchral light falls over the stone floor, he groans time for leisure, recreation and eI'l-'vait■. 
aloud, for it seems like some ghastly shadow from 
the other world. Remorse for crime is gnawing 
at his heartstrings, and as he looks far back into 
the past, there is no bright spot for the eye to rest 
on, and be satisfied. No mother loved him, 
through the helpless years of infancy ; no father 
amiind with par«Qt*l tfodirani on the boy ; home*

vain; had suffered all that 
and live, yet knew him to he
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the New Nork broker, who died s■Jil’e-'-; ' 
days since, had often been warned by t--. 
attendant that the continued excm-

i was dangerous for him, but lie c
I ’suaded to abandon it. These
deaths from apoplexy, among I

mucihly admonish us all, that w
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kind or other. Mind cannot stand tin- ' j 
stretch of fhc street, and breaks dv"- L j 
and crushes tho whole sysfum with it- p kf 
is oycr-worked—and fhc physique aod<e --..
There is not enough physical to counurb“^ 
infnnso intellectual activity of the CitV.intense intellectual activity of the city. 
and work less.-—JjpKWccn Banner
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